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The Cambria County Association for the Blind and Handicapped (CCABH) is

pleased to testify before the House Labor and Industry Committee:

Subcommittee on Employment and Unemployment and we appreciate and thank

you for the invitation to share our thoughts and concerns regarding an overview

of our services for individuals with disabilities and the challenges we are facing.
My name is John Stahl, I am the Director of Rehabilitation of the Cambria County

Association for the Blind and Handicapped located in Johnstown and Ebensburg,
PA. I have served CCABH for almost 45 years. With me today as well is Ken Biter,
Senior Assistant Director of Rehabilitation. Ken has served our organization for

almost 10 years.

Background Information: CCABH

The Cambria County Association for the Blind and Handicapped is a private non-
profit corporation whose mission "is to develop and support an environment for

persons with disabilities which promotes vocational and employment training,
independence, and community involvement through rehabilitative, recreation

and low-vision services, and education for the prevention of blindness. The

Cambria County Association for the Blind and Handicapped unites vocational

training and a manufacturing business producing quality products, that offer



employment for persons with disabilities while ensuring worldwide customer

satisfaction."
Our organization employs approximately 385 total individuals working in two

state of art manufacturing sites. Since 2017, both sites have been approved as

Competitive Integrated Employment work centers by the Office of Vocational

Rehabilitation. A few of the employment opportunities in our manufacturing

settings include assembly, metals bending and fabricating, welding, sorting, solar

cabling systems manufacturing, sewing machine operators, trimming, janitorial,
and material handling.

CCABH is a prime manufacturer of sewn products that are produced for the

Commonwealth of Pennsylvania,such as Class 2 and Class 3 Safety Vests as well

as Chaps, Pants, Leggings, Arm-Leg Bands, and Sweatshirts. CCABH also produces

protective / reflective bags and covers, sewn industrial mops heads, patient

gowns,clothing protectors, terry cloth robes, laundry bags and pajamas.

CCABH has developed and manufactured its own product line of high-quality

hooks and hangers that are used in the mining industry to carry electrical and

communication wires. These hangers and hooks are used in mines,utilities,and

shipyards nationwide, and shipped internationally to over 38 foreign countries.

More recently, CCABH designed, engineered, and manufactures a patented

custom cabling management system for the Solar Industry which provides a safe,
strong, and durable support for all types of wiring in utility scale, ground-mount

solar power plants.

CCABH offers training, supervision, and job modifications at our sites to ensure

individuals with disabilities can productively work in our work centers. In the

past, CCABH received on-going referrals from the Office of Vocational

Rehabilitation (OVR) and the Bureau of Blindness and Visual Service (BBVS). In

2015, CCABH stopped receiving referrals from those agencies. Our organization

inquired about the cessation of referrals and were told by representatives of

these agencies that OVR and BBVS could no longer refer individuals to our sites as

we were deemed by them as not being a Competitive Integrated Employment



(CIE) site. CCABH continued to operate and seek out individuals with disabilities

within our community without the support of OVR and BBVS referrals. In 2017,
CCABH requested an onsite review by OVR and BBVS to deem our organization a

Competitive Integrated Employment setting in hopes of reestablishing the

referrals of disabled individuals for employment to our organization.

Challenges and Concerns:

On December 15, 2017, an initial CIE onsite review was held and CCABH facilities

were in fact deemed as a CIE setting. This was conducted by the BBVS Bureau

Director, the local BBVS District Administrator and Assistant District

Administrator, the OVR Western Business Services and Outreach Specialist, and

CCABH Staff. This on-site review included meeting with CCABH Staff, tour of the

sites, review of job descriptions and observation of individuals performing the job

duties. It was determined at that time that our positions and job descriptions met

the definition of CIE and we expected to then start getting referrals from OVR and

BBVS. In addition, we also had a meeting with the Johnstown OVR Office OVR

District Manager and an OVR Supervisor to discuss our CIE status. We continued

to provide BBVS additional job descriptions to our CIE jobs. Since 2015 and since

being deemed CIE in 2017,CCABH has only received1referral from OVR/BBVS.

Let me repeat, since 2015, CCABH has only received1referral from OVR/BBVS.
That is1individual in 6 years.

Since the initial on-site review and other subsequent visits by OVR and BBVS staff

we have continued to be told that they will notify the OVR Supervisors and

Vocational Counselors of our CIE status. In 2020, our organization was

approached by the Johnstown Regional Area Industries (JARI) to potentially

partner with the Hiram G. Andrews Center (HGA) in Johnstown. JARI facilitated a

dialog hoping to assist with employment opportunities at our sites for HGA

students in need of a job. CCABH's follow up email to 2 representatives at HGA

fell on deaf ears.

As an organization we have continued to grow since 2015 and have persevered in

filling open positions. To date we have filled approximately 100 new positions at



our sites. We have filled these positions with referrals from Temporary Job

Service companies,by "word of mouth" self-referrals from our current employees

and advertising. These positions have been filled by both disabled and non-

disabled employees.
Currently, we do not receive any type of funding for approximately 250

individuals at our company. We continue to be very discouraged and frustrated

with the lack of any referrals from OVR, BBVS, and HGA. In fact, when I get a self-

referral from an individual seeking employment and they disclose they have a

disability, one of the questions I ask is if they are a customer of OVR. Individuals

have disclosed they are or have been a customer of OVR. However, their

Counselor has told them "We don't send people to CCABH".

Interestingly, recently we have had 3 site visits within the last few weeks from

OVR and BBVS to both of our sites. Upon notification of the request for our

organization to participate in this hearing it begged us to ask the question "Why

after all of these years are they suddenly so interested in CCABH?"

During these tours representatives stressed to CCABH there has been an on-going

communication problem in OVR that the Counselors could refer their customer

for a CIE job at CCABH. In addition, it was stated that the Counselors have either

not been told about our CIE status, or that they simply have a preconceived

opinion about work centers and have not taken the time to tour with us and view

the many potential job opportunities for their individuals with disabilities.

In closing, our organization will continue to recruit and hire individuals with

disabilities with or without the assistance of OVR and BBVS. Our mission is to

employ as many individuals as possible with disabilities within our community.
We will continue to think outside the box as we have in the last 6 years the best

avenues to reach those individuals and assist them with their employment

choices.

Thank you for the opportunity to testify this morning and hear our concerns and

frustrations. We sincerely hope the honest dialog of today at this hearing will

benefit those individuals with disabilities looking for employment opportunities

within the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania.



John R. Stahl, Director of Rehabilitation
Ken Biter, Senior Assistant Director of Rehabilitation



Independence for Our Employees with Disabilities 
Quality Products for Our Customers Worldwide

Cambria County Association
for the Blind & Handicapped



“The mission of the Cambria County Association for the Blind and Handicapped is to develop and 
support an environment for persons with disabilities which promotes vocational and employment 
training, independence, and community involvement through rehabilitation, recreation, and 
low-vision services, and provides education for the prevention of blindness. 
The Cambria County Association for the Blind and Handicapped unites vocational training and
a manufacturing business producing quality products that offers employment for persons with 
disabilities while ensuring worldwide customer satisfaction.”

For nearly 85 years, the reason our non-profit association exists ...

From the beginning, sewing proved a worthwhile occupation to teach our blind and handicapped clients. 
The visually impaired woman above is sewing binding on a blanket to be sold to the Commonwealth of 
Pennsylvania for use at a state institution. 

Floor mops were one of our first products. This 1940’s era photo 
shows a worker measuring and cutting strands of yarn for a mop. 

We continue to produce mops. Today’s raw yarn arrives in larger 
spools, but the measuring and cutting process is unchanged. 
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Since 1927 the Cambria County Association for the Blind and 
Handicapped has successfully met a complicated, twofold challenge. 
Some might speculate that products made by persons with disabilities  
are somehow lower in quality, but that is clearly not true. CCABH has 
repeatedly achieved Boeing Corporation’s Performance Award in 
Silver or Gold for Excellent Quality and Delivery. Our various 
products routinely exceed the most stringent quality standards 
demanded by respected national and international customers. 
At the same time, we provide a safe, supportive workplace for our 
employees with severe disabilities. Over and over again our dedi-
cated staff has found positive ways to teach, help, and encourage 
our workers. They have devised easier ways to make products, and 
developed innovative new product lines. Ours is truly a win-win story.

To foster independence for people with blindness 
and other disabilities who live in our community. 

To manufacture useful, high quality
products for our customers worldwide.

We strive to achieve two goals: 

 Bob 
Bending Department
9 Years

Today we have a contract with Boeing Corporation for our skilled seamstresses and fitters to produce         
insulation blankets to fit the complex shapes inside the skin of Boeing’s C17 Globemaster III cargo plane.



Rovidia sam, venet aditentio.

Reflective tubes are hung from the roof of underground mines. 
They improve visibility, and colors are used to indicate various hazards. 
We sell a wide range of CAB Products to mines worldwide. 

Skull caps are part of the headgear worn 
with military gas masks. We produce these 
for the U.S. Defense Department.

Foodservice kits include plastic silverware, 
napkin and condiments. We custom assemble 
these kits for hospitals and institutions. 

In 1929 our products were sold locally to the public and to small businesses. Here persons who are blind 
are using looms to create woven rugs. Our first employees were visually impaired. Today we serve persons 
with disabilities ranging from physical and mental challenges to mental illness and addictions.  
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Our reflective safety garments meet and 
exceed ANSI / ISEA specifications for 
Class II High Visibility Safety Apparel.  

We manufacture an amazing variety of products, 
and we sell them all over the world.
From mops and rugs to cable hangers, hooks, and reflective safety garments,
through the years the Cambria County Association for the Blind and 
Handicapped has manufactured a wide range of useful items. 
Our management team has invested significant time and energy 
in developing markets for our extensive product line. We have had 
great success. Today CCABH products are used everywhere 
from gold mines and hospitals, to prisons and airports. 

Our innovative manufacturing and sales efforts continue 
as we are constantly looking for new products that can be 
manufactured by the persons with disabilities who we serve. 

CAB workers overcome their disabilities every day. Pictured above, Harry wheels a heavy cart of partially finished cable 
hangers past our newest automatic CNC 3-dimensional wire forming machine at our expanded Ebensburg Division.

Our reflective safety vests, 
leggings, and sweatshirts are worn 

by highway and construction workers 
in Pennsylvania and many other states. 

The high reflectivity and durability 
of our garments makes them ideal 
for daily use in unforgiving outdoor 

or underground work sites. 



CAB was the original developer of Lifelines for underground mines. This safety product allows miners 
to find their way to safety in the event of fire or dense smoke in underground mines. CAB’s innovative 
and durable design quickly became the industry favorite, and today CAB Lifelines are used 
by the majority of underground coal mines in the United States. Our employees with disabilities 
manufacture hundreds of miles of Lifeline each year. 

Listening to customers leads to innovative products and industry leadership.

Every Lifeline is custom made with colors 
and indicators specific to each mine. 

CAB uses CNC machines to coat steel 
hangers with high dielectric grade plastisol. 

CAB’s dedicated staff works one on 
one to insure quality and consistency.
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Consistent high quality makes CAB Products ideal for extreme conditions in both 
above and below ground applications. Along the Artic Ocean on the North Slope of 
Alaska, CAB stainless steel cable rings and saddles provide safe, strong support for 
electrical cables that run under oil pipelines. CAB specializes in hangers for these 
types of high corrosive environments. 

We ship CAB mining, tunneling, electrical, and pipeline products 
throughout the United States and to twenty foreign countries, 
including Australia, Chile, Indonesia, Norway and Mongolia. 
Each year our employees with disabilites manufacture millions 
of CAB cable hangers. We produce miles of CAB Lifeline, plus 
thousands of reflective safety vests, markers, tubes, and more. 

Because of our quality, these numbers continue to grow. We frequently 
customize our products, and we often partner with our customers 
to handle special requests and find ways to solve specific problems. 

We actively develop markets for our various products. We publish 
brochures and catalogs of CAB Products in both English and Spanish, 
and our sales staff exhibits our product lines at numerous trade shows 
around the world. We welcome new possibilities, new products, 
and new ideas.    

Most CAB Products are sold through distributors; other items are 
manufactured to specification under a variety of contracts with 
federal and state government agencies and non-profit institutions. 

We employ over 300 individuals with disabilities 
who live in and near Cambria County, Pennsylvania. 
Our dedicated professional staff of 55 oversees, 
guides and directs our daily operations.  

Our sales have grown tremendously.

We are proud of the technology and quality that go into every CAB Product.

The Cambria County 
Association for the Blind 

and Handicapped is a long name. 
Years ago we shortened it to CAB, 

and designed a friendly little character 
to help in our marketing efforts. 

We call him the CAB man, 
and he is now recognized worldwide.



Our School to Work program helps high school students with 
disabilities learn job skills, appropriate work conduct, and more. 

Approximately four staff and 58 employees with disabilities work in our modern sewing department in Johnstown. 

Vocational aptitude testing is not so much a test, as a way to find 
out what talents people have and what kind of tasks they prefer .
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Our School-To-Work program is 
offered to high school students 
with disabilities. It provides a 
professional assessment of their 
capabilities and employment 
training while still in school.

Vocational Rehabilitation      

Personal Work Adjustment Training     

School to Work

On the Job Training     

We employ persons with disabilities.

Having a disability does not mean you can’t work. Through vocational 
rehabilitation we teach people how to work despite their disability. 
It begins with vocational aptitude testing, in which our rehabilitation 
staff evaluates each individual’s capabilities, strengths, and interests. 
Then using those results, we provide one on one professional training 
in skill areas such as packaging, assembly, metals-forming, industrial 
sewing, welding, cleaning, and material-handling. The training is 
highly individualized and usually leads to long term employment 
at CCABH or elsewhere in the community. 

Personal Work Adjustment Training is provided to help our disabled 
employees learn appropriate behavior and problem solving both on 
the job and in daily living. They receive practical training in things 
like budgeting, banking, and comparative shopping. While in this 
program, individuals have opportunities to experience a sampling 
of production jobs. 

It is our goal to place each 
employee with a disability in his 
or her appropriate level of work. 
Our staff provides on-the-job 
training and job-coaching 
services to local employers who 
offer opportunities for qualified 
workers with disabilities. 

Nearly 300 individuals with disabilities work at the Cambria County
Association for the Blind and Handicapped. Having a regular job, 
earning a paycheck, and doing something productive gives our 
unique workforce independence and confidence. It makes their 
lives better in many ways.

We teach many daily living skills 
as well as home safety practices. 

Mike 
Bending and 
Packaging
Departments
7 Years



One of the secrets to our success is that we are very diverse in the different products we manufacture. 
This diversity provides us with hundreds of operations so we can match the skill level with the specific 
employee. It also enables us to train each employee on many different products, ensuring that they will 
always have work. Below, Vicky is making a rope hanger. We sell millions of these annually. 

A worker sews a mop band in the basement of our Vine Street location.

Almost since it began, the Association for the Blind 
was known for making and selling brooms. In Cambria 
County we never made brooms, but we do produce 
mops. In this 1950’s era photo you see a man with 
a visual impairment as he sews the band for a mop. 
He is using a Singer Sewing machine. It was new 
technology at the time.  

Today our employees do many kinds of sewing 
and cutting operations. We use modern industrial 
sewing machines equipped with guides and 
sophisticated safety aides. We also use high tech 
CNC machinery in the production of our cable hooks, 
hangers and other products. Our blend of new
technology with careful hand work is a factor
that has contributed to our success. 

We teach each employee many different operations.
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For a person with an intellectual, physical or mental disability, the manufacture of a product can be 
extremely difficult or impossible. We take each product and break it down into different operations. 
We simplify each step, modify the work station, provide the best equipment, and make the impossible 
possible. Our dedicated staff works with each employee, one on one, until operations are mastered.  

Robin, who has worked 32 years in our Johnstown Division, bartacks velcro to a patient gown for state hospitals.

We make complicated manufacturing possible.



Part of our mission continues to be the prevention of blindness.

Since 1974, we have conducted 
free vision screenings in pre-schools 
throughout Cambria County. 
When we began, vision screenings 
consisted of using the big E, a light 
box, and the cover card method of 
testing for amblyopia (lazy eye).

Look at the “Big E.” What direction is 
it facing? Can you see it on this line? 

In this 1950’s era photo, we see youngsters wearing the cumbersome 
eye patches that were commonly used in treating amblyopia (lazy eye). 
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We offer high tech vision screening for children and adults.

Early childhood is a critical time for the 
development of good vision. One in every 
ten pre-schoolers has an undetected 
vision problem. Early treatment of some 
types of childhood  eye problems can 
prevent permanently decreased vision, 
and ultimately make a big difference in 
the life of a child.

To address these concerns, The Cambria 
County Association for the Blind and 
Handicapped offers free vision 
screenings for pre-school children 
ages two through five. A Welch Allyn 
SureSight™ Vision Screener is used. 

The Vision Screener is an objective, 
automatic, and accurate vision test that 
is child-friendly and delivers results in 
just seconds. Results are evaluated for 
signs of problems such as “lazy eye” 
(amblyopia), crossed eyes, or refractive 
errors. If a possible problem is detected, 
a complete eye examination by an eye 
doctor is recommended.

We regularly offer free vision testing for adults at senior centers, businesses, 
and health fairs throughout Cambria County. We use the Titmus Vision 
Screener to determine if there is need for referral to an eye care professional.  

It is estimated that 50% of blindness 
is preventable. We promote eye health 
and safety through a variety of public
awareness and educational programs. 
We share information about poten-
tially blinding eye conditions and 
diseases. Our “Growing Older with 
Good Vision” program educates adults 
and emphasizes important information 
about signs and symptoms of various 
eye diseases and conditions, as well 
as ways to keep and make the most out 
of the vision you have. We offer many 
programs for children of all ages, 
which include Treasure in Sight, 
Play It Safe and C. Well Bunny. 

Part of our mission continues to be the prevention of blindness.



We help ensure the safety of our visually impaired and blind clients. 

A lighted pocket magnifier helps 
Leroy read the label on a can. 

Visual and tactile (locator) bump dots on kitchen and laundry 
appliances assist Joanne with cooking and other household chores.

The white cane remains an important tool 
for those with blindness or severe visual impairments.

When you lose your vision, everyday activities can present hazards. Familiar surroundings can become 
dangerous. We perform home inspections for our visually impaired clients, and install free safety de-
vices such as smoke and carbon monoxide detectors, fire extinguishers, bathtub rails, and safety lights. 
There are certain eligibility requirements for these services, and we work in cooperation with the Bureau 
of Blindness and Visual Services as well as other agencies.

An employee visits our original Vine Street location.
The sign in the background lists the products we offered. 
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Our SSVH program supplies vision devices to help at home and work. 
Our Specialized Services for the Visually Handicapped program provides support services to help 
visually impaired people maintain their independence. Our caseworker develops a service plan for each 
client. Low vision aids, such as magnifying glasses and writing tools are provided free. The goal is to 
help clients continue with daily living activities and remain independent. Our caseworker may help with 
mail reading, bill paying and transportation to medical appointments and grocery shopping as needed. 

Bold line paper, check stencils, and large print check 
registers enable Jane to continue paying her own bills.  

Bernadette, who has worked in our Johnstown office for over 39 years, 
uses a CCTV and zoom text to read large print material. 



Snow tubing at a local ski resort.

Regular bus trips give our employees opportunities they would not have other-
wise. We’ve gone to baseball games in Pittsburgh and Altoona, we’ve toured Heinz 
Field, and visited Steeler Training Camp, the Carnegie Science Center, and more.

Our social activities have always been important. In this 1950s era photo 
blind bowlers are enjoying the sport. They use railings to assist with accuracy.
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We give our employees opportunities for socializing and fun.
Disabilities can be very isolating. We understand how important it is 
to our employees to have opportunities for socialization and 
friendship. Many of our workers do not have the means or 
the opportunity to participate in activities that most 
people take for granted. Each month we host a 
social recreation event for all of our employees 
and staff. It may be a simple pizza party or a 
few hours of bingo - with prizes. Every year 
we encourage our employees to invite 
their family to a fun 
summer day at 
Idlewild Park,
and to our festive 
Christmas party. 
Our employees 
eagerly look forward 
to these special 
social events.    

Our employees love sports and are big Steeler fans. 
Here we celebrated a big win with a lunch time pizza party and cake. 



Our history officially begins on May 12, 1927, Calvin Coolidge was president, and Johnstown was a booming 
steel town. Members of the local Lions Club wanted Cambria County to have its own branch of the Pennsylvania 
Association for the Blind, and so our non-profit organization was chartered. We helped those in our community 
with blindness and visual impairments to learn a craft and be employed. 

Helen Fox Willett was hired as our first Executive Director. We rented space for workrooms in the old Chestnut 
Street school. Later we purchased a building on Vine Street in Johnstown. Helen and others taught our blind 
employees how to weave rugs, cane chairs, and use sewing machines. A small store sold our products and 
helped make the Association as self-supporting as possible.

It was not until 1968 that we expanded to include services to all persons with any kind of disability. Our name 
was changed. We became the Cambria County Association for the Blind and Handicapped. Our new young 
Executive Director, Richard Bosserman, had been blinded in a hunting accident, and he knew firsthand the 
challenges that people with disabilities face. He was determined to create employment and services for the
people we serve in Cambria County.  His energy and leadership have made our association very successful.

Our first workshop was at the former Chestnut St. School. Our first permanent headquarters was at 301 Vine St. in Johnstown, PA.

These men are using looms to weave rugs. Our Association 
has always tried to be as self-sufficient as possible.

The Johnstown Jaycees helped renovate a workroom in 
our Vine St. basement for sewing and rug making .
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We have worked hard, and we are succeeding. 
Under Dick Bosserman’s leadership, our association grew rapidly. Beginning in
the 1970’s, we aggressively pursued institutional contracts to supply hospitals 
and government agencies with everything from food service kits to pillowcases 
and mops. As our sales increased, we were able to provide more jobs for people 
with disabilities, and expand our services to include vocational evaluation, 
personal work adjustment training and placement services. 

In 1974 we opened an Ebensburg division, and soon began to manufacture cable
hooks and hangers. Our services expanded to include education in daily living 
skills, vision aids, help with shopping, transportation and social recreational 
activities. Over the next 30 years both our Johnstown and Ebensburg divisions 
continued to grow, and today, as reported by the National Accreditation Council, 
we are ranked among the top ten work centers in the United States. 

June 1969, State Senator and 
CCABH  Board chairman, Louis 
Coppersmith (right), hands the
keys to our new headquarters 
to a young and very happy 
Dick Bosserman.

In June of 1969 we purchased the former Acme 
grocery store on Central Avenue near Johnstown 
High School. This building would house 
our administrative offices as well as 
our manufacturing operations. 

In 1975 we doubled the size of this facility, and then expanded 
two more times, as we aquired an adjoining car dealership and 
several smaller lots. Now we are at 58,000 sq. ft. and growing. 

In early 1970’s, our employees with disabilities board 
a van provided by the Lions Club of Johnstown.

Transportation is important. In rural northern Cambia County, 
we transport many employees to and from work everyday. 



                                            In 1974 our Ebensburg Division was established                    
                                            to better serve northern parts of Cambria County.                    
                                            Our first facility was an old two story building 
                                            on Lloyd Street. Five employees and two staff 
                                            worked on assembling food service kits. Soon     
                                            this division would find a unique niche.  

Shortly after opening, our sales manager, Pete Hoover, brought a small wire 
hanger with a plastic coating to our president Dick Bosserman. Pete asked 
if we could make it. In one breath Dick said: “Yes, we can do it! What is it?” 
With that, the future of our Ebensburg Division was forever changed. We 
began manufacturing a variety of plastic-coated wire hooks and hangers for 
the mining industry. 

Today we employ over 150 persons with disabilities in our state-of-the-art 
Ebensburg facility. Our mining, cable support, and safety products are 
securing the economic future of our workforce.  

Our Ebensburg Division has grown dramatically. 

Darlisa
Ropes Department
7 Years

Our Ebensburg facility began with 8,000 square feet. Today we have 85,000 square feet
in our expanded state-of-the-art building, which we are rapidly outgrowing. 
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Millions of cable support hangers and safety products are manufactured and shipped from 
this building each year. CAB has become one of Cambria County’s leading international 
exporters. We ship our products to over 1,000 mines in 20 countries around the world. 

In our first Ebensburg facility, we hand dipped all hangers. Today, automated CNC 
plastic coating machines greatly improve production time, quality, and worker safety.  



The Cambria County Association for the Blind and Handicapped employs hundreds of persons with 
disabilities, many with severe handicaps. Some are members of our professional staff. Our staff numbers 
about 55, and includes floor supervisors, vocational, rehab, and vision caseworkers, plus sales, accounting, 
manufacturing, shipping, mechanical, and maintenance experts. They are a highly educated, compassion-
ate and dedicated group. Many of these professionals have decades of service with us. We are grateful for 
their hard work and loyalty to the people we serve.  
Our leader and president is Dick Bosserman, a man who knows first hand how hard it is to overcome a 
disability. Dick is legally blind. He was our ninth employee when he and his wife moved to Johnstown in 
1967. Dick grew up in York, PA, a bright, hard working young man with a great future. 

Life changed abruptly when Dick was 15 years old. He was shot in the face and lost nearly all vision in 
both eyes. It was a tragic hunting accident. A man a short distance away had mistaken him for a rabbit. 
Pellets sprayed everywhere, yet Dick’s dad and brother standing on either side of him were not hit. 
It seemed a cruel fate for a gifted young man. 

Dick lay in the hospital, immobile for 35 days, in total darkness. The doctor who cared for Dick urged 
him not to allow blindness to hold him back. He advised Dick to finish high school, go to college 
and get on with life. It was not easy, some of his teachers refused to work with a blind student, but 
Dick did graduate. He went to Penn State and earned his bachelor’s and master’s degrees in Vocational 
Rehabilitation. He then worked for the Commonwealth of PA as a Vocational Rehabilitation Counselor. 
He was promoted and excelled even beyond his sighted co-workers. 

We salute our professional staff and our leader, Dick Bosserman.

Pictured here are some of our administrative staff, who guide and direct our day to day operations. Many members of our staff 
have made the Association their life’s work. We appreciate their dedication, intelligence and compassion. Pictured here are 
(left to right) Denise Studinary, John Stahl, Doug Hughes, Dick Bosserman, Tara Gowarty, Allen Smith, Stephanie Smith. 
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We pledge to continue our efforts. 

John 
Packaging Department
22 years
Presented with award 
before his retirement, 
March 18, 2005

Under Dick’s leadership, and with the strong support of 
our local Board of Directors, our organization has excelled.
We have grown from ten to more than 350 employees and 
staff. We provide in-home services to over 250 persons 
with vision loss. We operate two manufacturing facilities
with an annual budget in the millions. We have won 
numerous awards, and been recognized as one of the 
nation’s leading vocational rehabilitation facilities. 

But ultimately our story, and Dick’s story, is a tale 
of hard work mixed with common sense, compassion,
and good humor. We have helped thousands of people 
with disabilities to live happier, more fulfilling lives. 

In these pages we have shared our accomplishments 
and showcased many of our employees and staff, past 
and present. We invite you to visit us and see for yourself 
the dedication, friendliness and professionalism of our 
entire workforce. We look to the future with confidence 
and resolve to continue our efforts. Thanks for taking the 
time to learn about the Cambria County Association for the 
Blind and Handicapped. 

1967 2011



Johnstown Division, pictured above:
211 Central Avenue

Johnstown, PA 15902-2945 USA
Phone: (814) 536-3531

Fax: (814) 539-3270
E-mail: ccabh@ccabh.com

Web: www.ccabh.com

Ebensburg Division, pictured below:
175 Industrial Park Road

Ebensburg, PA  15931-4109 USA
Phone: (814) 472-5077

Fax: (814) 472-7179
E-mail: cab@cabproducts.com
Web: www.cabproducts.com

Copyright © 2012 Cambria County Association for the Blind and Handicapped. 
All rights reserved. CAB is a registered trademark for the Cambria County 
Association for the Blind and Handicapped and is used as such herein.

The Cambria County Association for the Blind and 
Handicapped is dedicated to providing job opportunities 
and services to persons with disabilities through the 
CAB Product line. All CAB Products are manufactured 
by CAB employees with great pride and integrity. 

We deeply appreciate the help and support of all our 
customers over the years. Through your orders, many 
persons with disabilities have been given the opportunity 
to be productive and independent. Please contact us if 
you have any questions, or if you would like to tour our 
operations. Thank you.

Cambria County Association
for the Blind & Handicapped



HOOKS, HANGERS &
MINE SAFETY PRODUCTS

Made by Cambria County Association 
for the Blind and Handicapped

CAB®

Proudly Serving the Mining Industry for over 40 Years
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In Round and Flat Wire Designs
Partially or Totally Coated

Strong, versatile hangers for supporting pipe or 
cables from messenger wire, plates, wire mesh 
or other structure. Made from .156" (4mm) high 
tensile spring steel wire with 5/8” (16mm) diam-
eter top loops. CAB 961 is an extra long style  
for running multiple cables.

 Round Wire 
CAB 314
CAB 315

100% Coated
Flat Wire

CAB 934
CAB 932
CAB 931
CAB 933

Manufactured as other round wire cable clips 
but coated over the entire surface with CAB 
plastisol for total insulation and corrosion 
resistance. 7/16” (11mm) diameter top loops.  100% Coated

  Round Wire
CAB 929
CAB 936

Manufactured as other flat wire cable 
clips but coated over the entire surface 
with abrasion resistant, high dielectric 
grade plastisol for total insulation and 
corrosion resistance.  .591” (15mm) 
diameter loops.

Flat Wire
CAB 300
CAB 299
CAB 298

Provides a safe, insulated 1/2” (13mm) wide  
surface carrying area for all types of cables.  
Easy to squeeze and latch for quick installation.  
Top loops receive special machine forming for 
additional weight carrying capacity. Corners 
are rounded for added safety. Made from 
1/16” x 3/8” (2mm x 10mm) flat spring steel.  
7/16” (11mm) diameter top loops. 

 Round Wire 
CAB 961

 Flat Wire
CAB 940
CAB 301

CAB 314  3-5/8” (92mm) dia., 6-1/2” (165mm) long, 100/box, 13 lbs. (5.9kg)
CAB 315  4-1/2” (114mm) dia., 7-3/8” (187mm) long, 50/box, 11 lbs. (5kg)
CAB 961  6” (152mm) dia., 11” (279mm) long, 50/box, 13 lbs. (5.9kg)

CAB 300  2” (51mm) dia., 3-7/8” (98mm) long, 100/box, 13 lbs. (5.9kg)
CAB 299  2-5/8” (67mm) dia., 4-5/8” (117mm) long, 100/box, 15 lbs. (6.8kg)
CAB 298  3-7/8” (98mm) dia., 6-3/4” (171mm) long, 50/box, 9 lbs. (4.1kg)
CAB 940  4” (102mm) dia., 10” (254mm) long, 50/box, 15 lbs. (6.8kg)
CAB 301  4” (102mm) dia., 18” (457mm) long, 50/box, 18 lbs. (8.2kg)

CAB 929  3-5/8” (92mm) dia., 6-5/8” (168mm) long, 100/box, 16 lbs. (7.3kg)
CAB 936  4-1/2” (114mm) dia., 7-1/2” (191mm) long, 50/box, 12 lbs. (5.5kg)

CAB®
 100% Plastisol Coated

Round Wire Cable Clips

CAB®
 100% Plastisol Coated 

Flat Wire Cable Clips 

CAB 934  2” (51mm) dia., 4” (102mm) long, 100/box, 12 lbs. (5.5kg)
CAB 932  2-5/8” (67mm) dia., 4-3/4" (121mm) long, 100/box, 15 lbs. (6.8kg)
CAB 931  3-7/8” (98mm) dia., 6-3/4” (171mm) long, 50/box, 10 lbs. (4.5kg)
CAB 933  6” (152mm) dia., 9-3/4” (248mm) long, 25/box, 9 lbs. (4.1kg)

CAB®
 Cable Clips 

CAB®
 Flat Wire Cable Clips     

CAB®
 Round Wire Cable Clips
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For total corrosion resistance in 
underground applications, use 
CAB's 100% PVC Coated Cable 
Clips shown on page 2  or CAB 
Bosserman Clips shown on page 5.

Super
Latchback
CAB 3704

CAB® Super Latchbacks are made 
from .187" (4.7mm) high tensile spring steel  
and feature a large capacity 4-1/2” (114mm) 
diameter carrier. For easier installation, 
hanger has extra large 1-3/8” (35mm)  
diameter 90° offset top installation loop.

CAB 3704  4-1/2” (114mm) dia., .187" (4.7mm) wire, 
9-1/2” (241mm) long,  50/box, 13 lbs (5.9kg)

Strong, Durable CAB® Hangers Provide Added Safety and Protection in Mines

CAB 3704 CAB 308

CAB Hangers have a thick, high dielectric grade  
coating for added safety and protection of cables.  

The high visibility orange coating is  
tough, durable and flame retardant. 

CAB's versatile hangers safely  
support all types of cables. 

Latchback 
CAB 320 
CAB 308
CAB 306

CAB® Latchbacks are high quality hangers designed 
for supporting hose, pipe and cable from roof bolt plates, 
spads, wire mesh or structure. Manufactured from high 
tensile spring steel for maximum strength with a 5/8” (16mm) 
diameter top installation loop. CAB 321 same as 320, but top 
loop is offset 90° to carrier section. 

CAB 320   3-5/8” (92mm) dia., .156" (4mm) wire, 7” (178mm) long, 100/box, 15 lbs (6.8kg)
CAB 321  3-5/8” (92mm) dia., .156" (4mm) wire, 7” (178mm) long, 90°offset loop, 50/box, 9 lbs (4.1kg)
CAB 308  4-1/2” (114mm) dia., .156" (4mm) wire, 8” (203mm) long, 50/box, 9 lbs (4.1kg) 
CAB 306  4-1/2” (114mm) dia., .187" (4.7mm) wire, 8” (203mm) long, 50/box, 12 lbs (5.5kg)

CAB is the leading supplier of cable  
hangers for all types of mines and  
tunnels around the world. CAB's  
  innovative designs and great service  
   have made them an industry favorite  
     for over 40 years! 
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U-Hanger
with Standard 

Crossbar

CAB 316
CAB 335
CAB 336

CAB® U-Hangers are one of our most 
popular and versatile hangers for underground 
cable support. They feature a locking crossbar 
to retain cables in the hanger and a large 7/8” 
(22mm) diameter top loop for easy installation. 
Safety Tip Crossbar models prevent snagging 
during installation and when crossbars are left 
unlatched. Made from .187" (4.7mm) high carbon 
spring steel wire. 

U-Hanger
with Safety Tip 

Crossbar

CAB 221
CAB 344
CAB 222

CAB®
 U-Hangers with Crossbars

Safety-Tip Crossbar U-Hangers
CAB 221  3” (76mm) dia., 4-1/2” (114mm) long, 100/box, 17 lbs. (7.7kg)
CAB 344  4” (102mm) dia., 5-7/8” (149mm) long, 50/box, 12 lbs. (5.5kg)
CAB 222  5” (127mm) dia., 7-1/8” (181mm) long, 50/box, 14 lbs. (6.4kg)

Standard Crossbar U-Hangers
CAB 316   3” (76mm) dia., 4-1/2” (114mm) long, 100/box, 17 lbs. (7.7kg)
CAB 335  4” (102mm) dia., 6” (152mm) long, 50/box, 11 lbs. (5.0kg)
CAB 336  5” (127mm) dia., 7” (178mm) long, 50/box, 13 lbs. (5.9kg)

CAB® Brattice Hangers are designed to quickly  
and easily suspend brattice cloth from the mine roof.  
Sharp offset tip keeps brattice tight to the roof. Made  
from .187" (4.7mm) wire, 7” (178mm) long with  
1-1/8” (29mm) or 1-1/2" (38mm) diameter hole.  
For proper installation, hanger must be placed  
on end of roof bolt between plate and roof of  
the mine.

CAB 3703  1-1/8” (29mm) dia. hole, 200/box, 17 lbs. (7.7kg)          
CAB 7647  1-1/2” (38mm) dia. hole, 200/box, 19 lbs. (8.6kg) 

CAB®
 Brattice Hangers

CAB Brattice Hangers make installation
of brattice cloth quick and easy.  
No hammers or nails needed.  
Saves on tire repairs and injuries. 

CAB Brattice Hangers 
make a tough job easier,

and cut down on accidents!

CAB's high quality hangers feature quick  
and easy installation for reduced labor and  
improved productivity. They safely support  

all types of hose, pipe and cable.  

CAB 344 CAB 344

CAB 3703
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Highly Corrosion Resistant. Outlasts other cable support methods for cost  
savings and improved safety. Specified for demanding undergound conditions. 

CAB® Bosserman Clips are widely respected for their superior ability  
to safely suspend electrical cables and wiring in a variety of underground  
applications. CAB Bosserman Clips feature a 100% plastisol coated high 
tensile spring steel body and locking arm to prevent pull out and slippage. 
This improved hanger combines all the advantages of steel and plastic for 
the highest level of performance and safety underground.  

CAB's innovative design allows Bosserman Clips to install with a simple twisting 
motion and securely lock in place. No tools required, and hangers safely hold over 
150lb (68kg). Pictured above is CAB Bosserman Clip 824. 

CAB® Bosserman Clips with Side Eye

Advantages of Bosserman Clips:

CAB®
 Bosserman Clips

For total corrosion resistance and insulation in above ground applications, use CAB Rings which are outlined on page 14.  

CAB 814  1” (25mm) dia., 200/box, 13 lbs. (5.9kg)
CAB 815  2” (51mm) dia., 100/box, 13 lbs. (5.9kg)
CAB 816  3” (76mm) dia., 50/box,  9 lbs. (4.1kg)
CAB 817  4” (102mm) dia., 50/box, 16 lbs. (7.3kg)
CAB 818  5” (127mm) dia., 25/box,  9 lbs. (4.1kg)
CAB 819  6” (152mm) dia., 25/box, 10 lbs. (4.5kg)
CAB 820  8” (203mm) dia., 25/box, 13 lbs. (5.9kg)

Bosserman Clip 1/4” (6mm) Lock
CAB 821   1” (25mm) dia., 200/box, 13 lbs. (5.9kg)
CAB 822  2” (51mm) dia., 100/box, 13 lbs. (5.9kg) 
CAB 823  3” (76mm) dia.,   50/box,    9 lbs. (4.1kg) 
CAB 824  4” (102mm) dia., 50/box, 16 lbs. (7.3kg)
CAB 825  5” (127mm) dia., 25/box,  9 lbs. (4.1kg)
CAB 826  6” (152mm) dia., 25/box, 10 lbs. (4.5kg)
CAB 828  8” (203mm) dia., 25/box, 13 lbs. (5.9kg)

Bosserman Clip 3/8” (10mm) Lock
CAB 950  1” (25mm) dia.,  200/box, 13 lbs. (5.9kg)
CAB 951  2” (51mm) dia., 100/box, 13 lbs. (5.9kg)
CAB 952  3” (76mm) dia.,     50/box,  9 lbs. (4.1kg) 
CAB 953  4” (102mm) dia., 50/box, 16 lbs. (7.3kg)
CAB 954  5” (127mm) dia., 25/box,    9 lbs. (4.1kg)
CAB 955  6” (152mm) dia., 25/box, 10 lbs. (4.5kg)
CAB 956  8” (203mm) dia., 25/box,  13 lbs. (5.9kg)

Bosserman Clip 1/2” (13mm) Lock

Welded side eye useful for hanging CAB single or multiple carrier telewire hooks. Available in 4" (102mm),  
5" (127 mm), 6" (152mm) and 8" (203mm) diameter sizes. Fits 1/4" (6mm), 3/8" (10mm), and 1/2" (13mm)  
messenger wire. Contact CAB for part numbers and additional information. Some minimums apply.

CAB® 4-Carrier Telewire Hook features four 1-1/4" (32mm) carriers with 5/8" (16mm) openings between  
carrriers and 1/2" (13mm) top loop. Totally coated for added durability.  CAB 8128  14" (356mm) long, 50/box, 15 lbs. (6.8kg)

CAB Bosserman Clips are an industry favorite for strong, 
durable cable support in highly corrosive environments.

CAB Bosserman Clips 
have over 40 years of 
proven performance in  
the most demanding
coal and hard rock  
mines worldwide.

Extra Long Styles available for running 2 cables separately from 1 messenger wire or large bundles of cables. 

CAB Bosserman Clip 
with Side Eye 

in various diameters 
 and lock sizes

Shown with 
4-Carrier Telewire Hook

CAB 8128

Bosserman Clip

CAB 814 - 820
CAB 821 - 828
CAB 950 - 956

Slip Resistant. Plastisol coated locking arm securely grips messenger wire.  
Assures uniform spacing, even in steep slopes. Keeps cables safely up and  
out of the way of moving equipment and machinery. 

Totally insulated and spark resistant. High dielectric grade, flame retardant  
plastisol is applied on 100% of hanger surface for maximum safety and protection. 

ü

ü

ü

CAB 824
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CAB 911 1-1/4” (32mm) dia., 100/box, 11 lbs. (5kg)

CAB® Drive-In Closed Loop Hooks
Feature a 540° insulated spiral loop which 
virtually guarantees that wiring will be safely 
retained and not accidentally vibrate or jump
out of the hook. Easily installed with sharp tip 
drive-in point. Made from .156" (4mm) wire.

CAB 908  1” (25mm) dia., 200/box, 15 lbs. (6.8kg)
CAB 912  1-1/4” (32mm) dia.,100/box, 10 lbs. (4.5kg)

CAB® Closed Loop Telewire Hooks
Closed loop design prevents wires from 
vibrating or jumping out of the carrier section 
of the hook. Made from .156" (4mm) wire 
with 1/2” (13mm) diameter top loop offset 
90° to carrier section.

CAB 340  1-1/4” (32mm) dia., 200/box, 11 bs. (5kg)
CAB 341  1-1/4” (32mm) dia., 200/box, 11 lbs. (5kg)

CAB® 340, 341 Telewire Hooks
S-Style hook features 5/8” (16mm) diameter
top loop and 1-1/4” (32mm) diameter carrier 
loop. CAB 340 same as 341 except 
attachment loop set 90° to carrying area.
Made from .156" (4mm) wire.

CAB® 297 Telewire Hooks
Designed for installation from spad, 
roof bolt plate or chain. Offset opening 
helps retain wire in hook. Made from 
.187" (4.7mm) wire with 3/8” (10mm) 
diameter top loop offset 90° to 
1-1/4" (32mm) bottom carrier.

CAB 297 1-1/4” (32mm) dia., 200/box, 15 lbs. (6.8kg)

Feature a large 5/8” (16mm) diameter top 
attachment loop for easier installation. 
Offset opening retains wiring in support 
area. Available in 2 wire gauges.
Packaged 200/box.

CAB® 333, 339 Telewire Hooks

CAB 333  1-1/4” (32mm) dia., .156" (4mm) wire, 12 lbs. (5.5kg)
CAB 339 1-1/4” (32mm) dia., .187" (4.7mm) wire, 16 lbs. (7.3kg)

CAB® 302, 311 Telewire Hooks
These J-Hooks are useful for a wide 
variety of hanging jobs. Can be installed 
from chain, roof bolt plates, spads, etc. 
3/8” (10mm) diameter top loop offset 90° 
to 1-1/4” (32mm) carrier section. 
Offered in 2 wire gauges.
Packaged 200/box.

Extra capacity hooks made for those
large jobs. Features same design as 
the popular 297 and 311 but have 
larger overall dimensions. Made
from sturdy .187" (4.7mm) wire with 
a 5/8” (16mm) diameter top loop set 
at 90° to bottom carrier. Packaged
200/box. Available in 2 sizes. 

CAB 223 1-5/8” (41mm) dia., 17 lbs. (7.7kg)
CAB 219  2” (51mm) dia., 19 lbs. (8.6kg) 

CAB®

 Jumbo Telewire Hooks

CAB 302 1-1/4” (32mm) dia., .187" (4.7mm) wire, 16 lbs. (7.3kg) 
CAB 311 1-1/4” (32mm) dia., .156" (4mm) wire, 11 lbs. (5kg)

CAB Telewire Hooks are quick  
and easy to install. They safely  

support communication, control,  
sensor, and electrical cables.     

CAB specializes in custom  
sizes and configurations. 

CAB® Telewire Hooks 

CAB 342  3/4” (19mm) dia., .156" (4mm) wire, 10 lbs. (4.5kg)
CAB 296 1-1/4” (32mm) dia., .187" (4.7mm) wire, 15 lbs. (6.8kg) 
CAB 334 1-1/4” (32mm) dia., .156" (4mm) wire, 12 lbs. (5.5kg)

CAB® Drive-In Telewire Hooks
Designed to be installed without a nail.          
Hooks have a sharp point for driving and            
an offset opening to prevent wires from             
accidently coming out of the hook.
Packaged 200/box.

CAB 219
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CAB® Multi-Carrier Telewire Hooks

CAB® Telewire Bars are heavy-duty multi-carrier hangers for 
roof installations. Top section made from .180" x 1" (4.6 x 25.4mm) 
safety edge steel and 5/16” (7.9mm) round stock. Bottom carriers 
made any diameter in closed loop (pictured) or open loop designs. 
Can be made with 1 to 10 carriers, custom to your specifications.

CAB® Telewire Bars

CAB 811

CAB 812
(side view)

CAB® 811 and 812 feature three     
1-1/4” (32mm) diameter closed  
loop carriers. CAB 812 has 1/2” 
(13mm) diameter top loop for 
installation from plates, spads  
or chain. The 811 has sharp tip 
drive-in point for easy nailing  
into wood structure. Made from 
.156" (4mm) wire, 10-5/8”  
(270mm) long.  
Packaged 25/box.

CAB® 4701 has three 3/4" 
(19mm) diameter carriers 
and 1/2" (13mm) diameter 
open top loop. CAB 809 is 
the same except has a 
drive-in point. 8” (203mm) 
long. Made from .156" (4mm) 
wire.

CAB 4701    50/box, 10 lbs. (4.5kg) 
CAB 809  100/box, 15 lbs. (6.8kg)

CAB 811  10 lbs. (4.5kg)
CAB 812  10 lbs. (4.5kg.)

CAB® 910 features two 1” (25mm)  
diameter closed loop carriers. Ideal  
for above beltlines because of short  
5-1/4” (133mm) length. .156" (4mm)  
wire with 1/2” (13mm) diameter top loop.

CAB 910

CAB® 813 Same design as 910 but features 
four 1-1/4” (32mm) diameter closed loop 
spirals which securely retain cables in 
hanger. Overall length 11” (279mm).
CAB 813  40/box, 19 lbs. (8.6kg)

CAB 910 50/box, 9 lbs. (4.1kg)

Put CAB Hangers 
to work in your mine!

   Blasting Wire 
   Hooks

   CAB 6130 
     CAB 4801 
 CAB  205
CAB  199

CAB 305

CAB® 305 has four 1” (25mm)
diameter closed spiral loops. 
1/2” (13mm) diameter top loop 
has closed spiral design which 
prevents dislodging of hanger 
from beltline chain or other 
support after installation.  
Made from .156" wire (4mm), 
11-3/4” (298mm) long.

CAB 4701

CAB® Blasting Wire Hooks 
are designed to safely isolate 
blasting or other wiring from 
the roof, electrical cables or 
structure. A 1” (25mm) diameter 
540° bottom loop securely 
retains wires in carrier. 
The 1/2” (13mm) top spiral loop 
design prevents dislodging 
of hanger after installation.

CAB 6130 4” (102mm) long, 100/box, 9 lbs. (4.1kg)
CAB 4801 6” (152mm) long, 100/box, 11 lbs. (5.0kg)
CAB  205 12” (305mm) long, 100/box, 15 lbs. (6.8kg)
CAB 199 18” (457mm) long, 100/box, 18 lbs. (8.2kg)

CAB 305   25/box, 11 lbs. (5.0kg)
CAB 231*   25/box, 11 lbs. (5.0kg)
*Same as CAB 305 except with 
 drive-in point for nail-in application.

CAB's innovative hangers     
organize and manage 

all types of cables for improved 
safety  underground. 

CAB 812
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CAB 3708  12” (305mm) long,  .208" (5.3mm) hook, 200/box, 13 lbs. (5.9kg)
CAB 3709  15” (381mm) long,  .208" (5.3mm) hook, 200/box, 14 lbs. (6.4kg)
CAB 6012  15” (381mm) long,  .208" (5.3mm) hook/2 ea., 200/box,  24 lbs. (10.9kg)
CAB 6018  15” (381mm) long,  .250" (6.4mm) hook, 200/box, 19 lbs. (8.6 kg)
CAB 988    18” (457mm) long,  .208" (5.3mm) hook, 200/box, 15 lbs. (6.8kg)
CAB 3832  18” (457mm) long,  .208" (5.3mm) hook/2 ea., 200/box, 24 lbs. (10.9kg)
CAB 4972  18” (457mm) long,  .250" (6.4mm) hook, 200/box, 20 lbs. (9.1kg)
CAB 6673  18” (457mm) long,  .250" (6.4mm) hook/2 ea., 100/box, 32 lbs. (14.5kg) 
CAB 5965  20” (508mm) long,  1 strand .208" (5.3mm) hook/2 ea., 100/box,  22 lbs. (10kg)
CAB 990    21” (533mm) long,  .208" (5.3mm) hook, 100/box, 9 lbs.(4.1kg)
CAB 989    24” (610mm) long,  .208" (5.3mm) hook, 100/box, 9 lbs. (4.1kg)
CAB 991    36” (914mm) long,  .208" (5.3mm) hook, 100/box, 11 lbs. (5kg)
CAB 5042  48” (1.2m) long,  .208" (5.3mm) hook, 100/box, 7 lbs. (3.2kg)
CAB 5041  60” (1.5m) long,  .208" (5.3mm) hook, 100/box, 7 lbs. (3.2kg)
CAB 7313  72” (1.8m) long,  .208" (5.3mm) hook, 100/box, 8 lbs. (3.6kg)
CAB 7070  96” (2.4 m) long,  .208" (5.3mm) hook, 100/box, 11 lbs. (5kg)

Rope Hanger
CAB 988

CAB ® Rope 
Hangers

   CAB Rope Hangers are             
    offered in any length, with any 
     number of hooks, including 
         heavy-duty .250" (6.4mm) 
          diameter galvanized wire   
               hooks. Rope Hangers 
                 are primarily intended
                     for temporary use. 
                        For permanent 
                         cable support,
                          insulated steel
                           hangers are 
                         recommended.
                        Standard sizes 
                      listed below. 
                     Other sizes 
                    available. 

Rope Hanger
CAB 3832

Versatile hangers
designed to support 
hose, pipe and cables 
in many applications. 
Made from 1/4” (6.4mm) 
flame retardant, hollow 
braid polypropylene 
rope with strong 
.208" (5.3mm)
dia. galvanized 
wire hooks. 

Leaky Feeder Hux Hangers

CAB 7719  10” (254mm) long, 100/box, 9 lbs. (4.1kg)
CAB 7720 15" (381mm) long, 100/box, 10 lbs. (4.5kg)
CAB 7721 20” (508mm) long, 100/box, 11lbs. (5kg)

CAB 7719

Designed to safely and securely hang leaky feeder cable  
from roof of mine. Can help to reduce interference and  
improve signal strength by adding spacing between steel  
mesh or roof structure and cable. Durable 1-1/2" (38mm)  
wide polypropylene webbing with heavy-duty top hook.  
Quick and easy to use. Simply wrap webbing around  
cable, then insert top hook through bottom loop and  
pull snug. Provides safe 1-1/2" (38mm) wide  
surface area to hold cable firmly in position.

CAB® Double  
Safety Hook 
Rope Hangers
In response to requests from the mining 
industry, CAB has developed 
a unique Double Safety Hook Rope 
Hanger. This new design speeds 
installation time and improves safety  
by keeping all hardware tight to the roof 
of the mine. Made from 1/4” (6.4mm) 
flame retardant, hollow braid 
polypropylene rope with strong 
.208" (5.3mm) diameter galvanized 
wire hook. (Patented.)  

CAB 8933  18” (457mm) long,  
.208" (5.3mm) hook, 200/box, 24 lbs. (10.9kg)

 CAB Double Safety Hook 
Rope Hanger

CAB Hux Hangers are  
an industry favorite for  

suspending leaky feeder  
cable. Helps to reduce  

interference and improve  
signal strength.

CAB 7720

CAB 8933 (Patented.)
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CAB J-Hooks provide safe, strong support for all types of hose, pipe  
and cable. Made from .180” x 1” (4.6 x 25.4 mm) safety edge steel, with  
a heavy coat of high dielectric grade, flame retardant plastisol for added  
safety and protection. Keyhole feature useful for hanger adjustment or  
removal. Can be custom made to any size or configuration. 

CAB® Standard J-Hooks
Safe, strong supports for sidewall applications.  
Keyhole has 1/2” (13mm) opening and 5/16” (8mm) slot. 
Made from safety edge steel. CAB's 3" (76mm) and 4" 
(102mm) sizes available in hot dipped galvanized steel.

CAB 343    1-1/2”  (38mm) dia., 5-1/2” (140mm) long, 50/box, 24 lbs. (11kg)
CAB 347    3” (76mm) dia., 5-1/2” (140mm) long, 50/box, 29 lbs. (13.2kg)
CAB 348    Galvanized 3" (76mm) dia., 5-1/2” (140mm) long, 50/box, 30 lbs. (14kg) 
CAB 349    4” (102mm) dia., 6-3/4” (171mm) long, 25/box, 18 lbs. (8.2kg)
CAB 8037  Galvanized 4” (102mm) dia., 6-3/4” (171mm) long, 25/box, 19 lbs. (9kg) 
CAB 350    5” (127mm) dia., 8” (203mm) long, 25/box, 23 lbs. (10.5kg)

CAB® Side Mount Hangers
Heavy-duty supports designed to carry multiple 
cables in highly corrosive environments. Carriers 
are 3" (76mm) diameter. Can be custom made 
with any number or size carriers required.

CAB 6958  1 carrier, 8” (203mm) long, 25/box, 28 lb. (12.7kg)
CAB 6959  2 carrier, 14-1/2" (368mm) long, 10/box, 24 lb. (10.9 kg)
CAB 5133  3 carrier, 20” (508mm) long, 10/box, 32 lb. (14.5kg) 
CAB 6681  4 carrier, 26” (660mm) long, 5/box, 22 lb. (10kg)
CAB 6704  4 carrier, 26” (660mm) long, custom heavy-duty style 

CAB® Stacked J-Hooks
Heavy-duty 2-carrier hangers for supporting 
pipe and cables from roof, side or structure. 
Made from .180" x 1” (4.6 x 25.4mm) safety 
edge steel and .187" (4.7mm) high strength wire. 
1-3/8” (35mm) diameter top loop.

CAB 965 1-1/2” (38mm) dia., 9-1/2” (241mm) long, 25/box, 29 lbs. (12.3kg)
CAB 966   3” (76mm) dia., 13” (330mm) long, 10/box, 16 lbs. (7.3kg) 
CAB 6188  3” (76mm) dia., 30” (762mm) long, 25/box, 44 lbs. (20.0kg)

Stacked J-Hook
CAB 965
CAB 966
CAB 6188

CAB® Double J-Hooks
For hanging multiple cables from 
roof. 3" (76mm) diameter hooks 
with 5/8” (16mm) diameter top loop. 
CAB 213 and 155 top loop made 
from .187" (4.7mm) diameter wire; 
CAB 156 and CAB 4691 from 
.250" (6.4mm) wire. 

CAB 213    6” (152mm) long, 25/box, 31 lbs. (14.1kg)
CAB 155   12” (305mm) long, 25/box, 35 lbs. (15.9kg)
CAB 156   30” (762mm) long, 25/box, 41 lbs. (18.6kg)
CAB 4691 36” (914mm) long, 10/box, 40 lbs. (18.2kg)

Double 
J-Hook

CAB 213
CAB 155
CAB 156

CAB 4691

Loop Top J-Hook
CAB 928
CAB 4501

Standard 
J-Hook

CAB 343
CAB 347
CAB 349
CAB 350

Drive-In J-Hook
CAB 353
CAB 462
CAB 479

CAB® J-Hooks

CAB® Drive-in and Loop Top J-Hooks

CAB 928 3” (76mm) dia., 6-1/2” (165mm) long, 50/box, 32 lbs. (14.5kg)
CAB 4501 4” (102mm) dia., 8” (203mm) long, 25/box, 20 lbs. (9.1kg)

Drive-In J-Hook features sharp tip, installation hole and a special detent to resist 
pullout. Loop Top J-Hook is made with 1-3/8” (35mm) diameter top loop for  
versatility in hanging from roof or sidewall in mine or tunnel. 

CAB 353  3” (76mm) dia., 5” (127mm) long, 25box, 17 lbs. (7.7kg)
CAB 462  4” (102mm) dia., 7” (178mm) long, 25/box, 21 lbs. (9.5kg)
CAB 479  5” (127mm) dia., 8” (203mm) long, 25/box, 30 lbs. (13.6 kg)

Side Mount 
Hanger

CAB 5133

CAB J-Hooks organize cables and 
improve safety in mines and tunnels.

Multi-Carrier Hangers 
safely separate and

support heavy cables.
Custom sizes available.

CAB 5133
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CAB® Workhorse Hangers are designed to improve safety by organizing  
all types of hoses and cables used in underground operations. CAB's heavy  
plastisol coating makes this hanger much safer to use than bare metal  
hangers with unprotected sharp edges which are often made in fab shops.  

Available in two, four, six, eight and ten carrier versions with a strong  
1/4” (6.4mm) diameter hook at the top. Also available with 12” (305mm)  
long extension hook for reduced lifting in higher roof areas. 

Made from sturdy .180" x 1" (4.6 x 25.4mm) safety edge steel. All carriers  
are 3" (76mm) diameter and totally coated with 90 mils (2.3mm) of high  
dielectric grade plastisol that has a 400-volt per mil (.03mm) dielectric  
breakdown strength. Coating is very tough, durable, and flame retardant. 

CAB 8026  4-Carrier  13” (331mm) long, 10/box, 30 lbs. (13.7kg)
CAB 6322  6-Carrier  19”  (483mm) long, 10/box, 53 lbs. (24kg)  
CAB 154    8-Carrier   24”  (610mm) long, 10/box, 60 lbs. (27.3kg)
CAB 7406  8-Carrier  with extension 
34”  (864mm) long, 10/box, 64 lbs. (29.1kg)

CAB® J-Hooks 
with Extensions

CAB® Workhorse Hangers

Made in a wide variety of sizes 
and styles with heavy plastisol 
coating to safely retain cables 
and hoses. Contact CAB for 
more information.

CAB® U-Bolts 

Triple  
J-Hook 

with  
Extension
      CAB 244
     CAB 243
     CAB 245
     CAB 250        
    CAB 189

Made from .180”x1” (4.6 x 25.4mm) 
wide safety edge steel with 1/4"  
(6.4mm) diameter round wire  
extension for easy installation. 
All carriers are 3” (76mm) diameter 
with heavy plastisol coating for
protection of cables. Top loop  
is 1-1/2" (38mm)  
diameter. 
Single,  
double, 
triple and  
other 
configurations 
available. 

3-Carrier, 10/box:
CAB 244  14" (356mm) long, 22 lbs. (10kg)
CAB 243  24" (610mm) long, 25 lbs. (11.4kg)
CAB 245  36" (914mm) long, 27 lbs. (12.3kg)
CAB 250  48" (1.2m) long, 30 lbs. (13.6kg)
CAB 189  72" (1.8m) long, 31 lbs. (14.1kg)

2-Carrier, 25/box:
CAB 7558 30"  (762mm) long, 45 lbs. (20.5kg)

1-Carrier, 25/box:
CAB 7379 18" (457mm) long, 22 lbs. (10kg)
CAB  183  36" (914mm) long, 28 lbs. (12.7kg)      

CAB's innovative MRS hangers allow miners  
to remove cables without entering unsupported  
roof areas. Bottom two carriers collapse, allowing 
cables to drop to floor of mine when tension is  
applied. Each carrier has a safe working load  
of 22 pounds (10.0kg). Will drop at 70-90 lb.  
(31.8-40.9kg) load. 5/8" (16mm) diameter top  
loop, 3" (76mm) diameter bottom carriers.

CAB 6698 7-1/2” (191mm) long, 50/box, 11 lbs. (5kg)

CAB 154

CAB 154

CAB Workhorse Hangers are easy to install and load.  
They organize large bundles of hose, pipe  

and cable for faster troubleshooting  
and improved safety underground.

CAB® MRS  
Collapsible  
Hangers 
CAB 6698
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Super Duty 
Hanger

CAB 5653

CAB® Heavy-Duty Hangers  

Made from strong 1/2" (13mm) 
diameter round stock 
to carry heavier loads. 
CAB 5653 is a 5-carrier
hanger designed to handle 
heavy pipes, hoses and
cables. Features three 
3” (76mm) diameter and 
two 4” (102mm) diameter 
carriers with 2” (51mm) 
diameter top loop. 
Custom styles available.

CAB 5653  57” (1.4m) long 
 

CAB® Super 
Duty Hangers

CAB® J-Hooks 
with Extensions

Also available 
with swivel top 
hook for faster 
installation.

4-Carrier
Bullhorn 
Hanger

CAB 7683

2-Carrier
Bullhorn
Hanger

CAB 143
CAB 144
CAB 141

Tough and Durable for Larger Loads

These versatile 3-carrier hangers 
are made with strong high tensile 
1/4" (6.4mm) diameter round wire. 
Carriers are 3" (76mm) diameter. 
Spiral top loop provides secure 
attachment to plates, mesh or 
structure. Top loop pictured  
below. Packaged 50/box.

CAB 228 1/2" (13mm) dia. top loop, 
18” (457mm) long, 47 lbs. (21.4kg) 
CAB 188 1-1/2" (38mm) dia. top loop,
18” (457mm) long, 47 lbs. (21.4kg)

3-Carrier, 10/box:
CAB 244  14" (356mm) long, 22 lbs. (10kg)
CAB 243  24" (610mm) long, 25 lbs. (11.4kg)
CAB 245  36" (914mm) long, 27 lbs. (12.3kg)
CAB 250  48" (1.2m) long, 30 lbs. (13.6kg)
CAB 189  72" (1.8m) long, 31 lbs. (14.1kg)

2-Carrier, 25/box:
CAB 7558 30"  (762mm) long, 45 lbs. (20.5kg)

1-Carrier, 25/box:
CAB 7379 18" (457mm) long, 22 lbs. (10kg)
CAB  183  36" (914mm) long, 28 lbs. (12.7kg)      

Heavy-duty hangers made 
from strong 3/8" (10mm) 
diameter round stock with 
a 1/2" (13mm) diameter top 
loop. Bottom carriers are 5" 
(127mm) diameter, heavily 
coated with high dielectric 
grade plastisol for added 
safety and protection. 
Custom sizes available  
for high roof areas.

CAB® Bullhorn Hangers

CAB® 3-Carrier 
Heavy-Duty Hangers

3-Carrier:
CAB 7628  19"  (483mm) long, 15/box, 34lbs. (15.5kg)

4-Carrier: 
CAB 7683 19" (483mm) long, 15/box, 41lbs. (18.6kg)

2-Carrier, top loop offset 90° to carrier:
CAB 143  18" (457mm) long, 10/box, 20 lbs. (9.1kg)
CAB 144  24" (610mm) long, 10/box, 21 lbs. (9.5kg) 
CAB 141  30" (762mm) long, 10/box, 23 lbs. (10.5kg)

CAB® Bullhorn Hangers:

CAB 228

Custom sizes
and designs  

are a specialty 
at CAB.  

Call for details!
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Strong, versatile hangers designed for supporting hose, pipe and cable in a variety 
of underground applications. Double D-rings allow for quick and easy adjustment 
of hanger length to keep lines at the desired height. Hanger made from 1-1/2” (38mm)
wide orange polypropylene webbing. Top hook and D-rings welded and hot-dipped 
galvanized for extra strength and durability. Available in lengths of 2’ to 20’ (610mm to 6.1m) 
in 1' (305mm) increments. Common sizes listed below. For heavier loads use 1/4” (6.4mm) 
top hook. Also available with extra heavy-duty 3/8" (10mm) top hook. Size measured 
by overall length of webbing and hook before assembly.

CAB® Webbing Belts, Straps and Hangers

Belts made from black or orange polypropylene webbing in three widths:
1", 1-1/2"or 2" (25mm, 38mm or 51mm). Choice of high quality corrosion 
resistant buckles in Double-D, Standard, Cam and Ratchet styles. 
Especially useful in longwall applications. Common sizes listed below. 
Custom sizes available.

Strong and versatile for the heavy-duty support of pipe and cable in 
underground mines and tunnels. Custom offset hooks are securely 
sewn into the ends of strong 1-1/2” (38mm) wide polypropylene  
webbing. Hooks are made from 3/16" (5mm) diameter high strength
steel in standard non-welded or heavy-duty welded styles. Sizes 
are measured from end of hooks with webbing fully extended. 
Custom sizes available. 

CAB® Webbing Hangers

Standard Hooks:
CAB 897   15” (381mm) long, 100/box, 15 lbs. (6.8kg)
CAB 898   23” (584mm) long, 100/box, 16 lbs. (7.3kg)
CAB 900   30” (762mm) long,  50/box,  9 lbs. (4.1kg)
CAB 902   36” (914mm) long,  50/box, 10 lbs. (4.5kg)
CAB 6820 48” (1.2m) long, 50/box, 12 lbs. (5.5kg)

Heavy-Duty Welded Hooks:
CAB 893   15” (381mm) long, 100/box, 15 lbs. (6.8kg)
CAB 894   23” (584mm) long, 100/box, 17 lbs. (7.7kg)
CAB 895   30” (762mm) long, 50/box,  9 lbs. (4.1kg)
CAB 896   36” (914mm) long, 50/box, 10 lbs. (4.5kg)
CAB 6819 48” (1.2m) long, 50/box, 13 lbs. (5.9kg)

CAB® Double D-Ring  
Webbing Hangers

Standard 3/16” (5mm) Diameter Top Hook:
CAB 834  2 ft. (610mm) long, 50/box, 10 lbs. (4.5kg)
CAB 835  3 ft. (914mm) long, 50/box, 11 lbs. (5kg)
CAB 836  4 ft. (1.2m) long, 50/box, 12 lbs. (5.5kg) 
CAB 837  5 ft. (1.5m) long, 50/box, 13 lbs. (5.9kg) 
CAB 838  6 ft. (1.8m) long, 50/box, 14 lbs. (6.3kg)

Heavy-Duty 1/4” (6.4mm) Diameter Top Hook:
CAB 844  2 ft. (610mm) long, 50/box, 13 lbs. (5.9kg)
CAB 845  3 ft. (914mm) long, 50/box, 14 lbs. (6.4kg)
CAB 846  4 ft. (1.2m) long, 50/box, 16 lbs. (7.3kg) 
CAB 847  5 ft. (1.5m) long, 50/box, 18 lbs. (8.2kg)
CAB 848  6 ft. (1.8m) long, 50/box, 20 lbs. (9.1kg)

CAB® Webbing Belts and Straps

Double-D Ring Buckle:
CAB 852  1-1/2” x 2 ft. (38mm x 610mm) long, 50/box, 8 lbs. (3.6kg)
CAB 853  1-1/2” x 3 ft. (38mm x 914mm) long, 50/box, 9 lbs. (4.1kg)
CAB 854  1-1/2” x 4 ft. (38mm x 1.2m) long, 50/box, 10 lbs. (4.5kg)
CAB 855  1-1/2” x 5 ft. (38mm x 1.5m) long, 50/box, 11 lbs. (5kg)

Rachet Style:
CAB 3827  1” x 12 ft. (25mm x 3.7m) long, 25/box, 25 lbs. (11.4kg)
CAB 6960  2” x  6 ft. (51mm x 1.8m) long, 10/box, 25 lbs. (11.4kg)
CAB 6472  2” x 12 ft. (51mm x 3.7m) long, 10/box, 28 lbs. (12.7kg)

Cam Buckle:
CAB 6127   1” x 2 ft. (25mm x 610mm) long, 50/box, 6 lbs. (2.7kg)
CAB 6995  1” x 3 ft. (25mm x 914mm) long, 50/box, 8 lbs. (3.6kg)
CAB 7299  1” x 4 ft. (25mm x 1.2m) long, 50/box, 9 lbs. (4.1kg)
CAB 3707  2” x 4 ft. (51mm x 1.2m) long, 25/box, 18 lbs. (8.2kg)

Standard Buckle:
CAB 3715  1-1/2” x 4 ft. (38mm x 1.2m) long, 50/box, 9 lbs. (4.1kg)

Cam

Cam

Rachet
Rachet

Standard
Buckle

Double
D-Ring

Heavy-Duty Styles for Bundling Hoses and Cables

CAB 897
CAB 845

CAB 898
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Rope
Hanger

Quick 
Release
Rope
Hanger

Quick 
Release

Galvanized 
Steel

Hanger

Aircraft 
Cable

Hanger(Stretches 
five times 

its original 
length.)

(In emgergency, 
if Lifeline is needed 
closer to mine floor, 

five to ten pounds 
of pressure will 
release Lifeline  

from Steel Hanger. 
Installs from 

roof bolt plates 
or from top hole.)

 

CAB offers three styles of high quality hangers to safely 
suspend vent tubing. All are easier to use, more cost 
effective and safer than chain or tie wire. 
 
Webbing styles are made from 1-1/2" (38mm) wide 
polypropylene webbing with two heavy-duty 1/4" 
(6.4mm) S-hooks and quick release buckle for easy 
adjustment. Longer styles available with wire inserts 
sewn in the webbing for easy hook up in high roof areas. 
 
Rope styles have spliced S-hook on one end and 
floating hook with line tightener on other end. After 
installation of hooks, tightener is easily adjusted on rope 
for proper positioning of vent tubing. Rope is sturdy 
5/16" (8mm) diameter polypropylene. Size measured by 
overall length fully extended. Custom sizes available.

Rope and Aircraft Cable Hangers quickly attach to lifeline 
and have a strong hook for attachment to plates, mesh or roof 
structure. Elastic hangers are especially useful in crosscuts; 
they stretch five times their original length to lower lifeline  
during use and return it to original height after use. Quick
Release Hangers have a release pin that attaches to hanger 
hole or edge of the plate. They can be quickly pulled off plates 
to drop lifeline for emergency escape. Standard sizes listed 
below. Custom and longer sizes available. Additional rope 
hangers on page 8. 

CAB®  Vent Tube Hangers
CAB® Lifeline Hangers

Webbing Style Hangers:
CAB 7890     6 ft. (1.8m) long, 50/box, 16 lbs. (7.3kg)
CAB 7286  8 ft. (2.4m) long, 15" (381mm) wire insert, 25/box, 19 lbs. (8.6kg)
CAB 6570  8 ft. (2.4m) long, 21" (533mm) wire insert, 25/box, 19 lbs. (8.6kg)
CAB 7866    6 ft. (1.8m) long, no wire insert, 25/box, 15 lbs. (6.8kg)

Elastic Lifeline Hangers:
CAB 7335   1 ft. (305mm) long, 25/box, 4 lbs. (1.8kg)
CAB 7332   2 ft. (610mm) long, 25/box, 5 lbs. (2.3kg)
CAB 7336   3 ft. (914mm) long, 25/box, 6 lbs. (2.7kg)
CAB 7337   4 ft. (1.2m) long, 25/box, 6 lbs. (2.7kg)

Designed to Securely Hang Rope or Aircraft 
Cable Lifeline at Desired Height in Any Mine

Safer, Easier to Install and More Cost 
Effective than Chain or Tie Wire

Aircraft Cable Lifeline Hangers:
CAB 7165   1 ft. (305mm) long, 25/box, 5 lbs. (2.3kg)
CAB 7166   2 ft. (610mm) long, 25/box, 6 lbs. (2.7kg)
CAB 7167   3 ft. (914mm) long, 25/box, 7 lbs. (3.2kg)
CAB 7168   4 ft. (1.2m) long, 25/box, 8 lbs. (3.6kg)
CAB 7169   5 ft. (1.5m) long, 25/box, 9 lbs. (4.1kg)
CAB 7170   6 ft. (1.8m) long, 25/box, 10 lbs. (4.5kg)

Rope Loop Lifeline Hangers:
CAB 3708   1 ft. (305mm) long, 200/box, 14 lbs. (6.4kg)
CAB  989   2 ft. (610mm) long, 100/box, 9 lbs. (4.1kg)
CAB  991   3 ft. (914mm) long, 100/box, 12 lbs. (5.5kg)
CAB 5042  4 ft. (1.2m) long, 50/box, 7 lbs. (3.2kg)
CAB 5041  5 ft. (1.5m) long, 50/box, 8 lbs. (3.2kg) 
CAB 7313  6 ft. (1.8m) long, 50/box, 8 lbs. (3.6kg)

Quick Release Rope Lifeline Hangers:
CAB 7684   1 ft. (305mm) long, 100/box, 2 lbs. (0.9kg)
CAB 7685   2 ft. (610mm) long, 100/box, 3 lbs. (1.4kg)
CAB 7686   3 ft. (914mm) long, 100/box, 3 lbs. (1.4kg)
CAB 7687   4 ft. (1.2m) long, 100/box, 4 lbs. (1.8kg)
CAB 7688   5 ft. (1.5m) long, 100/box, 5 lbs. (2.3kg)
CAB 7689   6 ft. (1.8m) long, 100/box, 5 lbs. (2.3kg)

Quick Release Galvanized Steel Lifeline Hangers:
CAB 8697   3 in. (76mm) long, 50/box, 5 lbs. (2.3kg)

Elastic
Hanger

Wire
Reinforced
Webbing
Vent Tube

Hanger 
CAB 7286
CAB 6570

Webbing
Vent Tube

Hanger 
without

Wire Insert
CAB 7866

Webbing
Vent Tube

Hanger 
CAB 7890

Rope 
Vent Tube 

Hanger
CAB 6686

CAB Aircraft 
Cable Hanger 
with CAB 
Lifeline Marker

CAB Rope 
Hanger with CAB 
Lifeline Marker

Rope Style Hangers:
CAB 6686  5/16" (8mm) rope, 10 ft. (3m) long, 25/box, 12 lbs. (5.5kg)
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CAB® Cable Rings & Saddles
Industry Favorite for Safe, Strong Support of Aerial Cables

Ring Diameter Maximum Cable 
Diameter

Length Under 
Strand

Standard Rings
Packaging

Standard Rings
Weight /Box

PVC Coated Rings 
Packaging

PVC Coated Rings 
Weight/Box

1-1/2"   (38mm) 1-1/8"   (29mm) 2-1/2"    (64mm) 500/box 25 lb.   (11.4kg) 250/box 18 lb.   (8.2kg) 

2"          (51mm) 1-1/2"   (38mm) 2-7/8"    (73mm) 250/box 19 lb.     (8.6kg) 100/box 10 lb.   (4.5kg)

2-1/2"   (64mm) 2"          (51mm) 3-1/2"    (89mm) 250/box 26 lb.   (11.8kg) 100/box 12 lb.   (5.5kg)

3"         (76mm) 2-1/4"    (57mm) 4-1/8"  (105mm) 100/box 12 lb.     (5.5kg) 100/box 18 lb.   (8.2kg)  

3-1/2"   (89mm) 2-5/8"   (67mm) 4-1/2"   (114mm) 100/box 13 lb.     (5.9kg) 100/box 21 lb.   (9.5kg)

4"        (102mm) 3"          (76mm) 5"         (127mm) 100/box 19 lb.     (8.6kg) 50/box 14 lb.   (6.4kg)

4-1/2"  (114mm) 3-1/2"   (89mm) 5-1/2"  (140mm) 100/box 19 lb.     (8.6kg) 50/box 15 lb.   (6.8kg)

5"        (127mm) 4"        (102mm) 6-1/4"   (159mm) 50/box 11 lb.     (5.0kg) 50/box 16 lb.   (7.3kg)

6"        (152mm) 5"        (127mm) 7-1/4"   (184mm) 50/box 12 lb.     (5.5kg) 50/box 18 lb.   (8.2kg)

CAB Sizing Guide

CAB Cable Rings provide maximum strength and safety for the support of all
types of aerial cables. Rings are manufactured from galvanized steel, copper 
clad steel or type 316 stainless steel to withstand the most corrosive environ-
ments. For added safety and protection, any style cable ring ring can be totally 
insulated with CAB's tough 80 mil (2mm) thick coating of high dielectric grade,  
PVC plastisol. Coating is also flame retardant and UV stabilized for long service life.

For maximum strength, CAB Cable Rings are manufactured from high tensile 
spring steel in rolled flat wire form. This high quality material provides a smooth, 
flat surface for the support of cables and rounded edges for the protection of 
cable jackets. This advanced roll-form design, combined with the strong spring 
temper of the wire, provides a tight, secure attachment of the cable ring to the 
messenger wire. 

CAB Cable Rings are manufactured in standard, medium and long styles. 
Designed to tightly fit on an exact messenger wire size to prevent slippage. 
Medium and long style rings have extra length for bundles of cables or for 
running several cables independently from the same messenger wire.  
Recommended spacing for ring sizes 1-1/2" through 2-1/2" (38mm through 64mm)
is 15" to 20" (381mm to 508mm). Recommended spacing for ring sizes 3" 
through 6" (76mm through 152mm) is 12" to 15" (305mm to 381mm). Exact 
spacing varies depending on type of cable, nature of installation and loading 
requirements. When ordering cable rings, specify size, material, style and 
size of messenger strand.

Standard Style CAB Rings
Medium and long styles also available. 

CAB Cable Rings are recommended for 
plants, mills, tunnels, mines, pipelines 
and other highly corrosive environments. 

Cables can be run separately by using 
CAB's standard and long style rings. 

CAB Cable Ring Saddles provide a 1" wide load-bearing 
area for extra support and protection of cables.

CAB's award winning PVC coated Rings and Saddles are extremely 
resistant to corrosion and act as a mini-cable tray system for cables. 

For more details
contact CAB or  
check web site:  
cabproducts.com 

CAB offers a variety of hanger options  
that safely separate bundles of cables.  
Available totally coated with durable,  
high dielectric grade PVC plastisol.
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CAB® Cable Pullers

CAB Cable Pullers, offered in three styles, are far safer than alternatives 
such as chain and hemp rope. They are very effective in safety programs 
designed to reduce mine accidents and back injuries. 
Note: Cable Pullers are not designed for lifting.

Made for the Tough Job of Pulling Trailing Cables 
in Underground and Open Pit Mines

CAB 878  24” (610mm) pull hook, 6/box, 12 lbs. (5.5kg) 
CAB 879  33” (838mm) pull hook, 6/box, 14 lbs. (6.4kg) 

Fully insulated steel pull hooks for manually moving trailing 
cables. Especially useful in safety programs designed to 
reduce back injuries. Manufactured from 3/8” (10mm) diameter 
cold rolled steel. Heavy plastisol coating is tough, durable, and 
high dielectric grade for added safety and protection. 

CAB®

 Insulated Steel Cable Pullers

Made from heavy-duty polypropylene webbing that provides 
a wide support area for pulling cables. More cost effective  
than slings and the webbing is not as stiff, so they provide  
more effective gripping and holding of cables without slippage.  
For added versatility, one end loop is 11” (279mm) long; 
the other is 14” (356mm) long. Bright yellow color provides  
added visibility for improved safety. 

CAB   5142  7/8” (22mm) rope,   5 ft. (1.5m) long, 10/box, 10 lbs. (4.5kg)
CAB 6009  7/8” (22mm) rope,   8 ft. (2.4m) long, 10/box, 12 lbs. (5.5kg)
CAB 7258  7/8” (22mm) rope, 10 ft. (3m) long, 10/box, 14 lbs. (6.4kg)

Made from strong 7/8” (22mm) diameter hollow braid 
polypropylene rope. Heavy-duty spliced knot on both ends  
prevents pull-out and provides secure 4” (102mm) end loops. 

CAB®Rope Cable Pullers

2” (51mm) Wide Webbing:
CAB 6371    5 ft. (1.5m) long, 10/box, 6 lbs. (2.7kg)
CAB 6372   6 ft. (1.8m) long, 10/box, 7 lbs. (3.2kg) 
CAB 6370   8 ft. (2.4m) long, 10/box, 9 lbs. (4.1kg)
CAB 6373 10 ft. (3.0m) long, 10/box, 12 lbs. (5.5kg)

CAB®

 Webbing Cable Pullers

Made for hanging PVC pipe in underground applications. 
4" (102mm) wide black polypropylene webbing with 3" (76mm) 
loops on each end. Hanger pictured has folded loops for 
double thickness when hanging with chain. Also available 
with 1/4" (6.4mm) or 3/8" (10mm) diameter wire hooks on each 
end for hanging from plates or structure.

CAB®

 Heavy-Duty Webbing Hangers

CAB 7630  30" (762mm) long, no hooks, 50/box, 11 lbs. (5kg)
CAB 830   41" (1m) long, 1/4" (6.4mm) dia. wire hooks, 1/2" (13mm) top loop, 25/box, 15 lbs. (6.8kg)
CAB 831   35" (889mm) long, 3/8" (10mm) dia. wire hooks, 3/4" (19mm) top loop, 25/box, 37 lbs. (16.8kg)
CAB 832   41" (1m) long, 3/8" (10mm) dia. wire hooks, 3/4" (19mm) top loop, 25/box, 39 lbs. (17.7kg)

Heavy-Duty
Webbing 
Hanger

CAB 7630

Available with 
heavy-duty
hooks.

CAB Insulated
Steel Cable Puller

CAB 878
CAB 879

Webbing  Cable Puller

Rope Cable Puller

More effective 
at gripping cables 

than slings...
lower cost, too!

3” (76mm) Wide Webbing:
CAB 6323   5 ft. (1.5m) long, 10/box, 10 lbs. (4.5kg) 
CAB 6324   6 ft. (1.8m) long, 10/box, 10 lbs. (4.5kg) 
CAB 6314   8 ft. (2.4m) long, 10/box, 13 lbs. (5.9kg)
CAB 6325 10 ft. (3.0m) long, 10/box, 17 lbs. (7.7kg) 
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CAB Lifeline meets all state and federal 
regulations and is accepted by MSHA 
under Part 18, Title 30 Code of Federal 
Regulations. Research by NIOSH and 
the U.S. Bureau of Mines confirms that 
use of Lifeline can significantly improve 
chances for successful escape when 
fire breaks out in an underground mine. 

CAB Lifeline is an emergency escape 
line designed to help evacuate an 
underground mine in the event of fire 
or explosion. Since 1985, the CAB 
Lifeline has been hand crafted to rigid 
standards of quality and performance. 
It is available in rope and heavy-duty 
aircraft cable styles to meet the wide 
variety of requirements found in the 
underground mining industry.

CAB directional cones have 6 reflective bands for high visibility. All cones 
are securely fastened to Lifeline with aircraft cable hardware. Cannot be 
accidentally dislodged or removed. Reflective bands available on entire 
surface or tapered surface only.

CAB® Color Coded Directional Indicator Cones

First in Durability, Visibility, and Safety Features  

CAB Extra High Visibility Lifeline is easily seen from any direction in escapeways. Lifeline 
markers hang vertically so they can be seen for long distances up and down escapeways. 
Markers are flexible so miners' hands can slide easily over them.

CAB Lifeline features large, heavy-duty solid 
cones for maximum stength, safety and durability.
Pictured here with aircraft cable Lifeline. 

CAB®

 LIFELINE
Leading the Way to Safety Since 1985

CAB Standard Lifeline has 2” (51mm) 
wide reflective tape bands wrapped 
around the Lifeline at 25 foot (7.6m) 
intervals between cones. 
CAB Extra High Visibility Lifeline 
meets heightened safety standards
with reflective markers suspended 
vertically at 25 foot (7.6m) intervals 
between cones, as pictured left. 
CAB's brilliant extra high visibility 
markers can be easily seen from 
any direction in the escapeway. 
Because of their firm attachment 
to the Lifeline with aluminum stop 
sleeves, these reflectors stay 
oriented to show proper direction 
of escape at all times. 
CAB’s flexible retroreflective vinyl 
markers are the most brilliant on 
the market. They are sturdy and 
won't crack, shatter or fall off the 
Lifeline as hard plastic reflectors do.
Available in 2" x 4" (51mm x 102mm) 
size as pictured above or in double 
length 2" x 8" (51mm x 203mm) size
as pictured left. Can be reflective 
on one or both sides in the same 
or different colors. 

CAB Lifeline with Velcro Markers is designed for mines 
that change color of Lifeline after longwall operations. 
                     Made from strong polypropylene webbing 
                    with velcro on one side. High visibility 2" x 6"
                (51mm x 152mm) reflective markers with velcro
              backer (sold separately) are quick and easy to 
            attach and change later to another color as  
          mining progresses and escape routes change.  

CAB® Lifeline Offered in 
Standard and Extra-High 
Visibility Styles

Now for longwall operations ...
Interchangable Velcro Markers

CAB® Directional Indicators are molded in large, heavy-duty 
solid cones. The cone size and shape is specifically designed 
to quickly identify proper direction of travel and to prevent 
a handgrip from being broken when in actual use.
 
CAB Lifeline is hand constructed under rigid quality control 
by feeding Lifeline through the center of all cones. Cones are 
then firmly attached to the Lifeline with aircraft cable hardware. 

This construction prevents directional cones from being dislodged, 
tampered with or removed from the Lifeline. Other lifelines on the 
market use small cones that make it hard to tell proper direction of 
travel or cones that easily unsnap and fall off, even in normal use.  

CAB® Lifeline is Number One in the Industry
MSHA Accepted in Aircraft Cable and Rope Styles 

Double 
length 
reflective 
marker
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CAB Lifeline is available in rope and heavy-duty aircraft cable 
styles. Lifeline sections quickly and securely lock together with 
heavy-duty aircraft cable oval sleeves, thimbles and quick links. 

CAB Rope Lifeline is manufactured from 1/4" (6.4mm) diameter, 
yellow, flame retardant polypropylene rope. Available in 300' 
(91.4m) and 1,000' (304.8m) spools. 

CAB Heavy-Duty Aircraft Cable Lifeline (patent pending) is 
much more durable, especially in case of mine fires, explosions 
or rock falls. Made from strong 3/16” (5mm) diameter plastic 
coated, galvanized aircraft cable for maximum durability and 
safety. Sold in 300' (91.4m) spools. 

CAB Extra High Visibility Lifeline features the most brilliant reflective markers in the industry. Markers are firmly attached to Lifeline and 
can't break or fall off like other reflectors. Available in rope and heavy-duty aircraft cable styles. Lifeline Hangers are shown on page 13.

Highest Quality Construction and Advanced Safety Features 

See page 13 for Lifeline Hangers. 

Identical to standard cones except featuring a pre-engineered 
hole and slit on one side for easy and secure attachment to 
previously installed Lifeline. Use two cones on main Lifeline 
to mark all branch lines. Use four cones, forming two diamond 
shapes on branch lines, to indicate SCSR storage caches. 
Sold in kits of 10 cones and 20 stop sleeves.  

CAB Balls are used for marking location 
of mine personnel doors. Solid and durable, yet lightweight.
Firm, secure attachment features a pre-engineered hole and slit 
on one side for quick, easy installation. Sold in kits of 10 balls 
and 20 stop sleeves.  

CAB Lifeline requires no assembly and 
is ready to install. All parts are integral 
and securely attached with aircraft 
cable hardware. Lower in overall cost 
compared to other brands that require 
stocking of parts and extra labor for 
assembly.  

CAB® Split Cones 

CAB® Lifeline Balls

High Quality Construction
and Spooling for Quick 
and Easy Installation

No Assembly Required!

Used on branch lines that lead to refuge alternative. 
Strips measure 2" x 8" (51mm x 203mm) and are easily 
threaded into strands of existing Rope Lifeline or can be 
attached with cable ties to Aircraft Cable or Rope Lifeline. 

CAB® Spiral Coil Rumble Strips

CAB Tie-On Markers can
be easily added to existing 
Lifeline. Made from 2" x 4"   
(51mm x 102mm) brilliant 
retroreflective vinyl. 
Stitched on all sides. 
Strong nylon cord is sewn 
into top hem for securely 
tying markers to Lifeline.

CAB®
 Tie-On Markers

Hand Crafted to Rigid Quality Standards

CAB Cones and Balls are solid, 
tough and durable. They stay 
securely attached to Lifeline.
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6” (152mm)       
12” (305mm)       
18” (457mm)  

24” (610mm)     
30” (762mm)       
36” (914mm)  

48” (1.2m)         
60” (1.5m)   
72” (1.8m)
84" (2.4m)

Tube and Streamer Standard Lengths:   

 
Custom sizes available. 

360° Visibility in 11 Brilliant Reflective Colors

CAB Tubes greatly improve visibility and 
safety when marking low roof, hazard areas, 
unsupported roof, etc. Tubes can also be  
slid over rods for marking haulage roads  
and unload areas. Eleven different colors  
may be used alone or in combinations on 
individual tubes. 

Striped tubes have reflective bands alternating 
with sections of black non-reflective tubing. 
Solid tubes have reflective bands adjoining 
each other for a solid reflective surface. 
Made from lightweight, durable 1-1/4" (32mm) 
diameter thin wall black tubing covered with 
microprism retroreflective vinyl. 

Heavy weight, double-sided reflectors useful in wide variety 
of underground applications. Manufactured from microprism 
retroreflective vinyl with brass grommet. Extremely brilliant  
with true color reflection. Available in 11 colors for a complete  
mine color code identification system. Both sides can have same 
color or 2 different colors. One side may also be non-reflective.
Flexible and impact resistant with a smooth surface that can be 
wiped clean. Available with S-hook or special roof plate clip for 
quick installation, as shown on opposite page. Streamers are 1-3/8” 
(35mm) wide in standard lengths listed above. Custom wording 
available such as “MANDOOR”, “CAUTION”, “SHUT-OFF VALVE”. 
Packaged 50/box. Some minimums apply on custom orders.

CAB® High Visibility Reflective Tubes

CAB® High Visibility Reflective Streamers

CAB Solid
Reflective

Tube 

CAB Striped
Reflective

Tube

CAB Streamers are tough 
and durable. They won't 

bend like metal or shatter 
like rigid plastic reflectors.

Use CAB Test Streamers 
with Grip Clips to quickly 
identify roof test holes. 

CAB Tubes and Streamers provide a complete mine color code identification system. 

Lengths 6 Inches to 8 Feet
(152mm to 2.4m)

Smooth reflective surface won’t impregnate 
with dust and dirt like other reflective materials. 
Can be wiped clean to restore brilliance. Tubes 
may be hung vertically with 1 grommet or 
horizontally with no grommets or 2 grommets.  
Optional S-hooks available for faster 
installation. Packaged 50/box.  

Reflects true colors for more 
accurate identification.

Durable and impact resistant
for long life underground.
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Installs Quickly and Easily on Plates or Sidewall

CAB Clips can also be used 
on CAB Tubes and Streamers.

CAB ® Color Chart for Tubes, Streamers and Markers
a Provides complete mine color code identification system. 
a Improves safety by identifying hazards, escapeways, doors, etc.
a Tubes, streamers, markers made in single or multiple colors.
a True colors are reflected for improved identification and safety. 

aMicroprism retroreflective vinyl is durable and impact resistant. 
a Won't impregnate with dust and dirt like other reflective material.
a Exceptionally brilliant for improved safety.
a Reflects at wider angles and greater distances for better visibility.

CAB® High Visibility Clip-On Markers

Exceptionally brilliant reflectors that quickly 
and easily attach to roof bolt plates with CAB’s 
exclusive “tight grip” clip-on system. CAB’s 
installation clips are made from heavy-duty 
galvanized spring steel that firmly grips plate 
to securely hold reflector in proper position at 
all times. Quick and easy clip-on system saves 
time compared to installing reflectors with tie 
wire or cable ties.

CAB Clip-On Markers  
are an industry favorite for 

identification of  primary and 
secondary  escapeways.

Manufactured from brilliant reflexite 
material for extra visibility. Full size 
galvanized metal bracket insert 
with 90° bend and hole for side 
wall mounting. Markers are 
2" x 7" (51mm x 178mm) and 
reflective on one or both sides. 
Heavy black webbing on all 
non-reflective sides. Available 
with custom wording.

CAB® Sidewall Markers

CAB® Clip-On Markers

CAB Clip-On Marker Standard Colors:
CAB 468     red/green, 2" x 7" (51mm x 178mm), 50/box, 31 lb. (1.4kg)
CAB 7201   red/green, 2" x 9" (51mm x 229mm), 50/box, 31 lb. (1.4kg)
CAB 469     red/yellow, 2" x 7" (51mm x 178mm), 50/box, 31 lb. (1.4kg)
CAB 7202   red/yellow, 2" x 9" (51mm x 229mm), 50/box, 31 lb. (1.4kg)
CAB 470      red/red, 2" x 7" (51mm x 178mm), 50/box, 31 lb. (1.4kg)
CAB 7209  red/red, 2" x 9" (51mm x 229mm), 50/box, 31 lb. (1.4kg)
CAB 474    white/white, 2" x 7" (51mm x 178mm), 50/box, 31lb. (1.4kg)
(Many other colors available. )

Markers are made from high visibility 
retroreflective vinyl, exceptionally brilliant and 
impact resistant. Ideal marker for identification 
of primary and secondary escapeways. Custom 
wording available: “DOOR”, “PUMP”,  etc. 
Markers 2” x 7” or 2" x 9" (51mm x 178mm or 
51mm x 229mm). Available in 11 colors. Same 
or different colors on each side. Minimums may 
apply on custom orders.

All CAB reflectors have 
heat-sealed sections to 

prevent spread of moisture 
and loss of reflectivity ! 

        White                                            Fluorescent      Fluorescent             Orange
                                                    Pink                                                 Orange

  Red                                                 Green                                                 Blue                                                Yellow                                                   

                            Fluorescent                                       Fluorescent                    Fluorescent
                        Green                                           Red Orange                   Lime Yellow 
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CAB 805  10 lb. (4.5kg) extinguisher,  8" (203mm) dia., 21-1/2” (546mm) height, 18" (457mm) opening, 25/box, 17 lb. (7.7kg)
CAB 806  10 lb. (4.5kg) long extinguisher, 8”  (203mm) dia., 25” (635mm) height, 23” (584mm) opening, 25/box, 18 lb. (8.2kg)
CAB 807  20 lb.  (9.1kg) extinguisher, 9” (229mm) dia., 25” (635mm) height, 22-1/2” (572mm) opening, 25/box, 21 lb. (9.5kg)
CAB 808  20 lb. (9.1kg) long extinguisher, 9” (229mm) dia., 32” (813mm) height, 29” (737mm) opening, 25/box, 23 lb. (10.5kg)

Clean, dry, high visibility storage for fire 
extinguishers used in mines. Bags help 
ensure extinguishers will be ready to 
operate in emergencies. Also helps keep 
inspection tags from being vandalized, 
lost or damaged. Made from strong 
laminated nylon with clear top dome for 
checking gauges and tags. High visibility 
reflective band around entire bag provides 
faster identification of extinguisher. 

Bag can be hung anywhere with heavy 
duty webbing top loop. For added strength, 
webbing encircles entire bag. Sturdy webbing 
side handles make fire extinguisher easier 
to carry. Quick access is provided when 
handles are pulled apart to open velcro seal 
which runs along the entire right side of bag. 
High quality construction and materials. 
Slip-over and custom bags available for 
extinguishers up to 150 pounds (68.2kg).

CAB® High Visibility Rock Dust Bags
Provides strong, dry, high visibility storage for rock dust used for fire protection in mines. Made from 
nylon reinforced vinyl, which is tear resistant, durable and waterproof. Bright red-orange material 
resists mold, mildew, rotting and most chemicals. High visibility red-orange reflective bands for 
added safety. High quality features include folded and sewn seams to resist moisture and velcro 
tabs on front flap for fast access to rock dust. Large capacity bags have 2 heavy-duty webbing 
handles for 1 or 2 man carry of rock dust. 

CAB 794  17" x 23" (432mm x 584mm) bag, non-reflective, 25/box, 16 lb. (7.3kg) 
CAB 795  17" x 23" (432mm x 584mm) bag w/ 1 reflective band, 25/box, 17 lb. (7.7kg) 
CAB 796  17" x 23" (432mm x 584mm) bag w/ 2 reflective bands, 25/box, 17 lb. (7.7kg)
CAB 797   21" x 26" (533mm x 660mm) large bag w/ 1 reflective band, 2 handles, 25/box, 26 lb. (11.8kg)

CAB® High Visibility Fire Extinguisher Bags

CAB® High Visibility Custom Bags, 
Pouches and Holders

CAB offers a wide variety of durable, custom-made bags, pouches and holders in any size 
for many applications. High visibility features make them ideal for safe, secure storage of 
batteries, detectors, meters, gauges, tools, communication devices and other equipment.

Made from a variety of heavy-duty materials such as 1000 denier cordura nylon, 
brattice cloth and nylon reinforced vinyl. Colors may include high visibility orange, black, 
gray and lime yellow. For added safety and protection, high visibility retroreflective vinyl 
can be sewn on any bag. See page 19 for the eleven brilliant colors available. 

TOOL 
BAG

For added utility, CAB offers many custom features. These may include webbing 
for handles, shoulder straps, belt loops, back straps, and bag reinforcement. 
Other features are clear windows for reading gauges, foam padding 
for protecting contents, snaps for quick attachment, buckles for 
adjustment and custom lettering for fast and clear identification. 
Variety of closures are available including 
               velcro, side-release buckles, 
                     zippers and snaps. 
                         Call for more info.  
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CAB Rescue Tag Lines are carefully coiled on 
a sturdy plastic carrier with handle to deploy 
quickly without tangling. Bags are clearly 
marked with high visibility reflective 
bands and crew size of unit. 

CAB Rescue Tag Lines are manufactured from heavy-duty 7/16" 
(11mm) diameter, bright yellow, hollow-braid polypropylene rope. Each 
miner is attached to the end of a 3' (914mm) tether that is securely spliced 
to the main line at 5' (1.5m) intervals. Large capacity, corrosion resistant 
#2 bronze swivel snaps are used to hook each miner to tether. Swivel 
snaps are spliced to end of tethers and both ends of main line. 
Manufactured with extra heavy-duty splices and no hardware other 
than swivel snaps to reduce possibility of tangling in an emergency. 

Can be used individually to evacuate a single crew or linked together to 
evacuate multiple crews. Tag Lines available in custom styles and small 
sizes for storage boxes on personnel carriers. 

CAB® Rescue Tag Line

CAB Double Bag Rescue 
Tag Lines can be used 
individually or linked  
together for multiple crews. 

Helps a Mine Crew Stay Together and 
Evacuate Safely During an Emergency Escape 

CAB® Belt Pouch Rescue Tag Line connects 
one miner to another for emergency escape. 
Pouch is worn on belt. Tether is 1" (25mm) wide by 
5' (1.5m) long, sewn securely to inside of pouch 
with bronze swivel snap on other end. 

CAB 7404   1-2 man Tag Line, 1 main line, 1/bag
CAB 7405   1-2 man Tag Line, 1 main line, 2/bag
CAB 7348   2-4 man Tag Line, 2 tethers, 1/bag
CAB 7349   2-4 man Tag Line, 2 tethers, 2/bag
CAB 7351   4-6 man Tag Line, 4 tethers, 1/bag
CAB 7352   4-6 man Tag Line, 4 tethers, 2/bag
CAB 7105   6-8 man Tag Line, 6 tethers, 1/bag
CAB 7353   6-8 man Tag Line, 6 tethers, 2/bag
CAB 7191   8-10 man Tag Line, 8 tethers, 1/bag
CAB 7192   8-10 man Tag Line, 8 tethers, 2/bag
CAB 7430  10-12 man Tag Line, 10 tethers, 1/bag
CAB 7431  10-12 man Tag Line, 10 tethers, 2/bag
CAB 7104  13-15 man Tag Line, 13 tethers, 1/bag

CAB 7542  1-2 man CAB Belt Pouch Tag Line, 10/box 
CAB 7543  1-2 man CAB Belt Pouch Tag Line, tether removable with 2 snaps, 10/box

Extra protection for self rescuers during transport and storage. 
Constructed with 2 layers of heavy-duty 1000 denier cordura nylon
and 1/2" (13mm) thick foam core for extra padding and protection. 
The brilliant reflexite tape and fluorescent orange cordura greatly 
improves visibility. Windows allow for reading of gauges. Entire lid 
sealed with velcro. Sturdy 1-1/2" (38mm) wide webbing straps with 
buckles for adjustment in both shoulder strap and back pack models. 
Variety of styles available. Can be custom made for any size rescuer.

CAB® Self Rescuer Bags

Designed to firmly and safely hold self 
rescuers on a miner's belt. Made from 
heavy-duty polypropylene webbing and 
brilliant reflexite material for improved 
visibility and safety. Can be custom made 
to fit any size self rescuer.

CAB® Self Rescuer 
Belt Holders 
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Provides excellent 360° visibility for 
above or below ground. Lightweight, 
comfortable and easy to work in. 
Made from 2-1/2" (64mm) wide heavy- 
duty fluorescent orange laminated 
nylon. Brilliant fluorescent lime-yellow 
reflective bands are 1-3/8" (35mm) wide 
on shoulders and 2" (51mm) wide around 
waist. Velcro closures on shoulders, 
chest and waist for easy fit.

CAB® High Contrast 
Safety Belt Harness

CAB 6994  regular 
CAB 6989   large/x-large 
CAB 6990  2x-large/3x-large
CAB 6991  4x-large

CAB® Mechanic's Utility 
Vest with 10-Pockets

Greatly improves visibility of miners, 
contractors or visitors. Made from sturdy 
webbing with 1-3/8" (35mm) wide brilliant 
reflective bands over the entire surface. 
Available in 11 different colors. Velcro 
closures on shoulders, chest and waist 
make belts fully adjustable for added 
safety. Also available with velcro at top of 
shoulders for a 6 point release. Lightweight, 
comfortable and easy to work in. Standard 
color fluorescent green. Minimums apply 
for other colors.

CAB 1591   medium, fl. green, 38"- 44” (965mm x 1.1m) circumference
CAB 1598   large, fl. green, 42"- 48” (1.1m x 1.2m) circumference
CAB 1606   x-large, fl. green, 48"- 54” (1.2m x 1.4m) circumference
CAB 1613  2x-large, fl. green, 54"- 60” (1.4m x 1.5m) circumference

CAB® Heavy-Duty 
Safety Belt Harness

Manufactured from 2" (51mm) 
wide fluorescent lime yellow 
elastic with four sturdy buckles. 
A 3/4" (19mm) wide silver glass 
bead reflective strip runs entire 
length of the suspenders. Two 
durable slide buckles allow for 
easy adjustment to any size.

CAB® High Visibility 
Suspenders

CAB 2986   25/box, 10 lbs. (4.5kg)

High quality covers designed to protect longwall 
cylinders from constant exposure to dust, 
dirt and 
water. 
Made from 
heavy-duty 
material with
a strong velcro, 
zipper or snap closure 
along one side. CAB 
Gaitors are more cost 
effective than factory gaitors 
and are custom made in a 
wide variety of styles. Also 
available with reflective 
bands for improved 
safety. 

CAB® Longwall Gaitors

Provides brilliant reflective surface for identification and 
marking of pipe and cable. Covers are flexible, impact 
resistant and have a strong velcro closure for quick and easy 
installation. The 25' (7.6m) covers can be installed on cable 
reels to alert machine operators that end of cable has been 
reached in shuttle cars, miners and roof bolters. All covers 
ordered by circumference of pipe or cable. Available in a
variety of sizes up to 25' (7.6m) long. Some minimums apply.

CAB 515  Fits cable 3-3/4” to 4-1/2” (95-114mm) circumference, lime yellow, 25’ (7.6m) long.
CAB 513  Fits cable 5-1/8” to 6” (130-152mm) circumference, lime yellow, 25’ (7.6m) long.
CAB 516  Fits cable 3-3/4” to 4-1/2” (95-114mm) circumference, red orange, 25’ (7.6m) long.
CAB 514  Fits cable 5-1/8” to 6” (130-152mm) circumference, red orange, 25’ (7.6m) long.

CAB® Reflective Pipe 
and Cable Covers

CAB's high quality harnesses 
and suspenders greatly improve 

visibility to keep you safer !
And they're lightweight !  
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High quality vests that meet and exceed ANSI/ 
ISEA specifications for Class II high visibility  
safety apparel. Made from 3.4 oz. soft fluor-
escent polyester mesh for excellent flexibility  
and ventilation. Vest has 2" (51mm) wide silver 
reflective tape with 1/2" (13mm) wide red/orange 
edging. Open front velcro closure and reflective 
velcro side closure for adjustment and 360°  
visibility. Available with 2 full panel width pockets  
7" (178mm) deep with velcro closures.

Designed to provide extra visibility to 
hard hats. Adhesive stickers made 
from brilliant reflexite material. 
1" x 4" (25mm x 102mm) in fluorescent 
lime yellow and fluorescent orange. 
16 peel-off stickers per sheet.

CAB® High Visibility Safety Apparel

Without Pockets: 
CAB 7395   regular
CAB 7396   large 
CAB 7397  x-large
CAB 7398  2x-large

High quality, heavy-duty vests greatly improve employee 
visibility and safety. Made from blaze orange, soft polyester 
mesh for good flexibility and ventilation. Front and back 
have three bands of fluorescent lime-yellow retroreflective 
tape. Open front velcro closure and velcro side adjustments. 
Extra Reflective Vest has 3" (76mm) wide reflective bands
and side closures. Pockets and custom wording available. 

Standard Style:
CAB 1544   regular 
CAB 1557   large 
CAB 1779  x-large
CAB 1538  2x-large

Extra Reflective Style:
CAB 1553  regular  
CAB 1566   large 

CAB® Orange Mesh Safety Vests

Heavy-duty multi-purpose vest made from 1000 denier orange 
or black cordura nylon with liner. Front velcro closure for easy 
fit. Ten convenient pockets - two are large and spacious with 
heavy-duty brass zippers; two are expandable with strong 
velcro closures; two top pockets are open for fast retrieval of 
small items. The two inside pockets are oversized for maps 
and paperwork. Vest is fully reflectorized front and back for 
high visibility. Option available for large capacity, expandable 
pouch on back for hauling larger items, as pictured above.
This vest is great for organizing and carrying gear to get 
the job done. 

Orange Style:
CAB  8716  large 
CAB 8714  x-large
CAB 8715  2x-large

Black Style:
CAB 8717   large 
CAB 8655  x-large
CAB 8659  2x-large

CAB® Mechanic's Utility 
Vest with 10-Pockets

CAB® Yellow Green Mesh 
Safety Vests 

CAB® Reflective Stickers

CAB 6350  fl. lime-yellow, 25 sheets/box, 4 lb. (1.8kg)
CAB 6976  fl. orange, 25 sheets/box, 4 lb. (1.8kg)

CAB safety vests are tops 
in  visibility and durability! 
Ask about custom logos 

and wording. 

Manufactured from 2" (51mm) wide 
fluorescent lime-yellow elastic with 
velcro on each end for attachment. 
A 3/4" (19mm) wide silver glass 
bead reflective strip runs entire 
length of band. Available in two 
lengths. 

CAB 4012  12" (305mm) long, 50/box     
CAB 4013 15" (381mm) long,  50/box 

CAB® Reflective 
Arm and Leg Bands

CAB 1782  x-large
CAB 5812  2x-large

With Pockets: 
CAB 7399   regular
CAB 7400   large 
CAB 7401  x-large
CAB 7402  2x-large

Back of vest with optional pouch.



Electrical Cables 
Communication and Control Wiring
Leaky Feeder Cables
Brattice Cloth
Hose and Pipe
Lifeline
Ventilation Tubing

Partnering with a mine in 1985, CAB was the first company
to produce a Lifeline for emergency escape from underground 
mines. CAB has steadily improved the safety features on the  
Lifeline, and today the CAB Lifeline is the industry favorite  
in coal and hard rock mines around the world.

Other innovative products include CAB Lifeline, 
rescue tag lines, self-rescuer bags, rock dust bags, 
cable covers, and cable pullers. In addition, CAB 
manufactures a line of high visibility reflective safety 
vests, safety belt harnesses, suspenders, 
and other reflective safety gear.

Throughout the mining industry, CAB Products are 
widely recognized for their high quality and excellent 
design. CAB Hangers greatly improve safety and help 
cut operating costs by supporting and organizing pipe, 
tubing and all types of cables.  

CAB Hangers meet all requirements for  
 supporting cables as set forth in the code  

of federal mine regulations 30 CFR Part 75. 

Cambria County Association 
for the Blind and Handicapped

175 Industrial Park Road, Ebensburg, PA  15931-4109 USA

Phone:  (814) 472-5077
Fax:  (814) 472-7179

E-mail:  cab@cabproducts.com
Web:  www.cabproducts.com

Copyright © 2017 Cambria County Association for the Blind and Handicapped. All rights reserved. CAB is a registered trademark for the Cambria County Association for the Blind and Handicapped and is used as such herein. 

Highest Quality to Improve 
Mine Safety and Productivity 

Please contact CAB for product samples. 

CAB also manufactures a wide range of high visibility 
reflective products that greatly improve safety in 
mines and tunnels. CAB offers a line of high visibility 
reflective tubes, streamers and markers in eleven 
brilliant retroreflective colors to provide a complete 
mine color code identification system.  

For added safety and protection, the carrier section 
of every hanger is insulated with a heavy coating of 
high dielectric grade, UV stabilized, flame retardant 
plastisol. The bright orange color provides an extra 
measure of safety and has been a trademark of CAB 
quality over the years. 

CAB Products distributed by:

CAB has a long tradition of working with the  
mining industry to improve safety underground. 

The Cambria County Association for the Blind and 
Handicapped is dedicated to providing job opportunities  
and services to persons with disabilities. All CAB Products  
are manufactured by CAB employees with great pride and 
integrity. 
CAB deeply appreciates the help and support of our 
customers. Through your orders, many disabled persons 
have been given the opportunity to be productive and 
independent. Thank you very much for using CAB Products!CAB has two modern facilities  

in Johnstown and Ebensburg, PA.

Made in the USA



SAFE, STRONG, DURABLE 
AN INDUSTRY FAVORITE

S-Hooks 

BEFORE:  Messy cables and hoses 
are a major tripping hazard. Floor 
traffic increases possibility of 
crimping or breakage, possibly 
disrupting important production 
workflow. CAB S-Hooks are the 
answer.

AFTER:  CAB S-Hooks install in  
minutes, easily keeping cables 
and hoses safe and out of the way.  
CAB S-Hooks are a cost effective, 
efficient solution to many common 
housekeeping problems in busy 
workplaces. 

CAB S-Hooks are manufactured from 
high tensile spring steel for superior load 
handling. They are far stronger and more 
durable than competitor products made  
from plastic, and CAB S-Hooks will not  
shatter like plastic hooks, even in  
extreme heat or cold.  

CAB S-Hooks are completely coated  
with heavy PVC plastisol: 
  ü  80 mil thick (2mm)  
  ü   High dielectric grade (400 volt/mil)   
  ü  UV rated 
  ü  Flame retardant  
  ü  Corrosion resistant 
  ü  Smooth and easy to handle 
  ü  Does not deteriorate or mar surfaces 
 

CAB S-Hooks stand up to constant use, 
indoors or outside in extreme weather.  
CAB S-Hooks' outstanding strength 
and durability make them the best  
choice for long life in demanding  
workplaces.

13-inch S-Hook
CAB 9450

Before After

9-inch S-Hook 
CAB 9449

Made in the USA

CAB S-Hooks for Safer Workplaces

Strongest, Most Cost Effective S-Hooks Available

CAB S-Hooks are
great for meeting  
OSHA Regulations.  
They help eliminate  
trip hazards!

CAB S-Hooks quickly and easily fix many job site safety hazards. 
Use CAB S-Hooks to manage bundles of cables, wires, tubing, 
hoses, pipes, and more. Keep cables neat and out of harm's way. 

CAB S-Hooks can help with OSHA housekeeping requirements. 
Use them to eliminate tripping hazards on stairs or in busy aisles. 

Easy to install. CAB S-Hooks are ideal for permanent or temporary 
applications, such as construction areas. Their bright orange color 
provides great visibility, improving safety by alerting workers to 
the presence of electrical cables or sensitive hoses.   



S-Hooks

CAB  
Number

S-Hook  
Height

Bottom  
Diameter

Working Load 
Limit

1" Dia.  
Carry Qty.

Quantity 
per Box

Weight per 
Box

CAB 9449 9"  (229mm) 3"  (76mm) 275lb  (125kg) 7 25 hooks 18lb  (8.2kg)

CAB 7338 11" (279mm) 4"  (102mm) 325lb  (150kg) 12 10 hooks 15lb  (6.8kg)

CAB 9450 13" (330mm) 5"  (127mm) 350lb  (160kg) 21 10 hooks 17lb  (7.7kg)

  www.cabproducts.com   Call: 814.472.5077        
175 Industrial Park Road   Ebensburg, PA  15931-4109   USA

CAB® is a private, non-profit organization dedicated to providing 
job opportunities and services to persons  with disabilities.  
CAB® Products are manufactured by CAB®employees  
with great pride and integrity.  
We deeply appreciate the support 
of our customers. Through your 
orders, many disabled persons  
are given the opportunity to be  
productive, independent and  
self-sufficient. 

Hooks, Hangers, 
Safety Products

Cambria County Association for the Blind & Handicapped

Strongest Hook,  

Best Value!Nonconductive,  

Corrosion Resistant, 

Smooth Surface!

CAB S-Hooks easily hook to almost any support. Bottom 
loop is wide enough to securely capture large bundles.  

CAB S-Hooks install quickly and easily. They are strong and 
versatile, and can be re-used in many different applications. 

Copyright © 2017 Cambria County Association for the Blind and Handicapped. All rights reserved. CAB® is a registered trademark 
for the Cambria County Association for the Blind and Handicapped and is used as such herein.

for Strength and Safety
Standard & Custom Sizes

2.5" (64mm) 

Opening

2" 

(51mm) 

Diameter

3" (76mm) 

Opening

3" (7
6mm) 

Diameter

4" (102mm) 

Opening 

CAB 9449

CAB 7338

CAB 94503" (7
6mm) 

Diameter



SAFE, STRONG, DURABLE SUPPORT

ü Large Cost Savings    
ü Quicker Installation
ü Standardized Cable Management Cuts Engineering Costs

Important Advantages 
Compared to Trenching or Cable Tray

Proven Performance for over 40 Years
in Electrical & Utility Industries

Cable Management 
for Solar Power

NEW 
Integrated Grounding   

Solution    

Patent Protected www.cabproducts.com/patents



New Integrated Grounding Provides Engineering Advantages 

CAB
®

 Solar Hangers are manufactured from class 3 
galvanized, high tensile strength spring steel for maximum 
strength and corrosion resistance. They have a strong, 
durable PVC coating for added safety and protection of 
cables. The coating is flame retardant, chemical resistant, 
high dielectric grade and UV stabilized for long service life.  

CAB
®

’s 80 mil (2mm) thick PVC coating has a dielectric 
breakdown strength of 400 volts per mil (.025mm).  
The high performance coating is applied on 100% of the 
surface which makes CAB

®

 Hangers totally insulated and 
durable in highly corrosive environments. It is available in 
two standard colors: gray and high-visibility safety orange. 

Patent Protected www.cabproducts.com/patents CAB
®

’s new Integrated Grounding System eliminates the 
need to run a separate grounding conductor and grounding 
jumpers to all mid piers. The design includes a custom  
engineered messenger wire, clamps and mid pier brackets.  
CAB

®

’s system provides both the Equipment Grounding  
Conductor (EGC) and the Grounding Electrode Conductor 
(GEC). Meets NEC, UL and IEEE standards per 2017 HDR 
Electrical Report, and is ETL Listed by Intertek to UL 2703. 

CAB’s Integrated Grounding System  
is ETL Safety Listed by Intertek to UL 2703. 

CAB’s easy installation simplifies  
cable management. It provides a far more  

predictable cost than cable tray or trenching.

White Paper by Bill Brooks, Brooks Engineering:  

“ Using purpose-built products like CAB® Cable Rings  
and Saddles for exposed cable management in a PV  
array is well substantiated by NEC and industry  
installation standards. Multiple hanger sections, such as  
those in various configurations of CAB® Cable Rings and  
Saddles, create effective separation of conductors that  
allow for DC, AC, and communication cables to be  
supported with a single ring type.” 

ü Quick and Easy to Install      
ü Lower Material Cost      
ü Easy Maintenance

CAB’s Integrated Grounding provides both the Equipment Grounding Conductor and the  
Grounding Electrode Conductor. This simplifies electrical design and greatly lowers project costs.

Patent Protected www.cabproducts.com/patents

Patent Protected www.cabproducts.com/patents



CAB® Solar Delivers Proven Performance and Reliability

CAB
®

 Cable Management provides a much more 
predictable cost of installation compared to trenching  
or cable tray. No cost overruns due to flooded trenches,  
mud, hard rock or site problems.  

Individual CAB
®

 Hangers are easily 
attached to the messenger wire. 
No special tools required. 
Cables are loaded into carrier 
sections, then hangers are
locked in place. Hangers 
may be opened again to 
add cables or to perform  
maintenance. Cables 
are safely separated  
to meet NEC.

Tracker * Ballasted * Fixed

Ideal solution for  
wet or rocky sites, landfills,  

brownfields or ballasted projects.

CAB’s strong, durable hangers  
are specified in the most demanding  
and corrosive environments.

Patent Protected www.cabproducts.com/patents

Patent Protected www.cabproducts.com/patents

Patent Protected www.cabproducts.com/patents

CAB
®

’s Solar Cable Management System is ETL Safety 
Listed to the following Safety Standards: UL 2239, 1565,  
CAN/CSA C22.2 No. 18.4-15, and  C22.2 No. 18.5-13.  
CAB

®

’s Integrated Grounding System is ETL Listed to UL 2703.

Standardizing  
cable management  

across all projects greatly  
reduces engineering costs.   

Cable management is critical to the safety and  
longevity of ground mount solar PV arrays. CAB

®

  
Solar’s high quality hangers deliver safe, strong and  
durable cable support with important advantages over  
trenching or tray.

CAB
®

’s solar cabling system has gained wide attention 
and acceptance because it is quick and easy to install, 
which results in large labor savings on the job site. 

CAB
®

 innovative multi-carrier hangers safely separate 
bundles of cables to meet NEC requirements. Over 40
standard CAB

®

 designs are offered to safely support large 
bundles of string wires, DC feeders, as well as AC, data  
or other cabling. Custom hanger configurations are also  
easily manufactured to meet specific project requirements. 

Patent Protected www.cabproducts.com/patents
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Cambria County Association for the Blind & Handicapped

www.cabproducts.com  Call: 814.472.5077        
175 Industrial Park Road   Ebensburg, PA  15931-4109   USA

CAB ®is a private, non-profit organization dedicated to 
providing job opportunities and services to persons  
with disabilities. CAB® Products are manufactured  
by CAB® employees with great pride and integrity.  
We deeply appreciate the support  
of the solar industry and our  
customers. Through your orders,  
many disabled persons are given 
the opportunity to be productive, 
independent and self-sufficient. 

Engineering Benefits
in Large Scale Solar PV Arrays

CAB 

® 
Solar

Trench
Cable
Tray

Large cost savings on labor and materials. P
Very easy to install. No specialized tools needed. 
No problems with machinery breakdowns. P
No expensive delays caused by flooded trenches,  
deep mud and unsafe site conditions. (Photo right) P P
More predictable costs. No overruns due to unforeseen 
construction issues, hard rock, high water table, etc.         P P
Integrated Grounding option available. Greatly  
lowers labor and material project costs. P
Benefits environment. Less digging and soil run-off.  
Less disruption to endangered species, archaeological sites. P P
Rodents won’t nest in or around cabling causing 
potential fires. (Photo right) P
All wiring easily accessible. Simplifies upgrades,   
maintenance and troubleshooting for life of project. P P
Ease of mowing and trimming in non-arid locations. P
Ideally suited for brownfields, landfills, rocky sites,  
high water table sites, ballasted installations. P
Lower shipping cost and smallest storage footprint. P
Custom configurations are easily manufactured  
to meet specific project requirements.  P
Standardized cable management across an entire 
portfolio of projects greatly reduces engineering costs. P P
Decommissioning requires no special equipment,  
no environmental impact; much lower cost. P

CAB® Solar - Trenching - Cable Tray  

Rodent nesting in tray causes fire and system shutdown.

CAB
®

 avoids the pitfalls of trenching and tray.

Trenching trouble leads to delays and possible penalties.  

ß

ß

Rodent nesting debris,
gnawed and burnt wire

Comparison of Solar Cable Management Systems

Patent Protected www.cabproducts.com/patents
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Tara Bosserman, CCABH
president, together with our

dedicated management team,
is guiding our organization to

new markets, global customers,
and remarkable groMh.

Sale of CAB@ Products
provides employment

opportunities and
independence for

over 400 persons with
disabilities at our two

Cambria County
locations.

Please contact us if we may serve you.

-

211 Central Avenue, Johnstown, PA 15902-2945
Phone: (814) 536-3531

Services and Employment
for People with Disabilities

Proudly Manufacturing

PRODUCTS

lT5lndustrial Park Road, Ebensburg, PA 15931-4109
Phone: (814) 472-5077

www.cabproducts.com
c. 2021, Cambria County Association for the Blind and Handicapped

Cambria Gounty Association
for the Blind and Handicapped

Cambria Gounty Association
for the Blind and Handicapped
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PRODUCTS
Our employees with disabilities
produce a wide variety of CAB'
Products. We manufacture
innovative hooks, hangers
and safety products for the
mining, sola6 electrical and
telecommunications industries.
Our sewing department makes
custom items for government and
industry. We produce reflective
safety vests, chaps, leggings,
bags, sweatshirts, hospital
gowns, mops, and much more.

CAB'Solar Cable Management
lntegrated Grounding is used in
PV power plants

Protected

CAB 's strong, durable hangers are

industry favorites throughout the
mining and tunneling industry.
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Vision Screenings and Eye Safety Education
We visit nearly every preschool and elementary school
in our area as well as senior centers and businesses in

ongoing efforts to promote good vision.

Help for People with Blindness and Low Vision

We provide in-home services and a variety of devices
to help those with low vision be as
independent as possible.
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Aptitude Testing, Skills Evaluation,

Rehabilitation and On the Job Training

Our dedicated staff members work one on one with each
employee to help them develop skills

they need to succeed. We break
complicated tasks into

manageable steps.
We constantly
encourage our

employees and
carefully monitor
all work to insure

perfect quality.

Employment for People with Disabilities

We provide jobs for people who want to work. The wide
range of CAB' Products offer career opportunities in every-
thing from sewing to metalworking and more. We're proud

of our employees. They have made GCABH a success.
ton
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